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Forward 
 
The Life Study questionnaires were developed by the scientific leadership team together 
with experts from a wide range of disciplines drawn from the biomedical, clinical and social 
science research communities who formed part of a wider affiliated scientific network. The 
questionnaires were designed to reflect the key research themes of the study, capitalise on 
the unique opportunities afforded, and to enable a wide range of research questions and 
policy issues relevant to children to be explored. 
 
The Life Study questionnaires were initially developed by members of the Scientific Protocol 
Development Group with input from Scientific Working Groups, each co-chaired by social 
and biomedical scientists. Ad hoc subgroups and external experts contributed on focussed 
aspects. A public consultation took place on the draft protocol in July 2012, followed by an 
independently conducted web survey with input from a wide range of disciplines.     
 
Development of the non-resident father questionnaire was funded by the Nuffield 
Foundation, as an enhancement to Life Study, to augment the recruitment and retention of 
resident and non-resident fathers/partners. This questionnaire was developed by the Life 
Study Expert Advisory Subgroup on Fathers and Partners which included questions from 
the resident partner’s questionnaire and questions developed for non-resident fathers. 
 
The Life Study Scientific Steering Committee (members listed below) is responsible for the 
content of this questionnaire, having approved its final content and any revisions needed in 
the light of experience following piloting.  They, and key members of the Life Study team, 
are listed as authors of this questionnaire. 
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1. Introduction 
 
As described in the scientific protocol, Life Study was designed to include two integrated 
components, referred to as the Pregnancy Component and the Birth Component. The 
Pregnancy Component comprised a clustered sample of women recruited during pregnancy, 
who would be invited with their partners to attend appointments in a Life Study Centre, 
located in their local maternity unit. Visits to the Life Study Centres were to take place 
during pregnancy and again when their babies were approximately six and twelve months of 
age. The Birth Component comprised a UK-wide probability sample of mothers identified 
from birth registration records who, together with their partners, would be invited to take 
part in a home interview when their baby was approximately six months of age, with a 
follow-up web or telephone interview at twelve months of age.  
 
The table below shows the timing of the questionnaires for mothers and partners, and in 
the birth component only, for non-resident fathers.  The questionnaires were designed as 
longitudinal instruments and to enable data from the two components to be integrated, 
while addressing some unique scientific opportunities afforded by the different 
components.  
 
 Pregnancy visit 6 month visit 12 month visit 
 
Pregnancy component Mother 
questionnaire 
Mother 
questionnaire 
Mother 
questionnaire 
Partner 
questionnaire 
  
Birth component  Mother 
questionnaire 
Mother 
questionnaire 
 (Resident) Partner 
questionnaire 
 
 Non-resident 
father 
questionnaire 
 
 
The initial questionnaires of Life Study were administered using computer assisted personal 
interviewing (CAPI) and computer assisted self-interviewing (CASI). These computerised 
questionnaires were developed using SPSS Dimensions software. Mothers participating in 
the six and twelve month visits were also to receive a short paper questionnaire to be 
completed in the home setting, either before or after their visit to a Life Study Centre or 
home visit by fieldwork staff.   
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At the time of closure of Life Study in October 2015, only the Pregnancy Component 
pregnancy visit questionnaires had been piloted and used; the twelve month questionnaire 
had not been programmed in its final format and hence has not been published.  The Birth 
Component mother and resident partner six month questionnaires had been piloted (but 
not updated following the pilot); the non-resident father questionnaire, while developed 
and published, had not been tested due to insufficient response in the pilot. 
 
1.1 Structure of the questionnaires 
The questionnaires were developed on a modular or topic basis, for example, Parental and 
Family Health, Child Sleeping and crying.  Some modules had both CAPI and CASI questions, 
other modules were administered in either CAPI or CASI. The demographics section which 
gathered information about household members was always asked as CAPI. Sensitive 
questions, that is, questions asking about personal issues, were generally asked as CASI. 
Where possible, questions with open responses, which required an answer to be typed, 
were asked as CAPI. Where feasible the mode of administration was kept the same between 
the two components of the study and between sweeps, however, some differences 
occurred.  
 
In both components of the study, the visit started with signing of the consent forms. The 
consent forms were paper based, but had an accompanying CAPI element, that enabled 
interviewers to record responses made and collect some additional information, for 
example to facilitate record linkage. In the Birth Component, in order to reduce this initial 
burden and give the questions seeking permissions to record linkage a context, some of 
these questions were embedded within the CAPI sections at relevant points.   
 
In the Pregnancy Component, participants completed a section of CAPI which was followed 
by two sections of CASI, broken up by collection of biological samples and various other 
measurements, assessments and observational tasks. A greater proportion of questions 
were asked as CASI in order to maximise the throughput of participants with given staffing 
levels.  
 
As the Birth Component was administered by fieldwork staff conducting interviews in a 
home setting, a higher proportion of the non-sensitive questions were administered as CAPI, 
so that rapport was built with the participant. This also had the advantage that the 
interviewer could manage the time taken to conduct the interview and was engaged with 
the participant for a greater proportion of the visit.  Depending on what was most 
appropriate, questions of a sensitive nature were either asked as CASI or were administered 
as CAPI towards the end of the interview. Therefore in the Birth Component six month visit, 
there was an initial CAPI, followed by a section of CASI and then a final CAPI.  
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All the questionnaires had a defined and fixed order of questions. For any given 
questionnaire the module orders were defined and the questionnaires were programmed 
such that interviewers and participants had to work through from start to end.  However, 
the questionnaires could be suspended at any point, for example, because the child needed 
attention, and recommenced at the same point.    
     
In the Pregnancy Component, mothers and partners questionnaires were completely 
independent, whereas in the initial sweep of the Birth Component, mothers needed to 
complete the questionnaire before their partner, as various responses, such as information 
about household members, were then fed from the mother’s questionnaire into the 
partner’s questionnaire.   
 
The following sections of the introduction explain the format of the questionnaire as 
presented in the tables in the rest of this document.  
 
1.2 Variable labels and names 
The variable label is shown in the tables in the column headed “Variable”. The variable 
name is presented underneath the variable label within brackets, [ ].  
 
Each question has a unique variable name, specified according the ‘Life Study variable 
names’ document. The route variable name is shown in this document. Within the datasets, 
this route variable name has a number of prefixes and suffixes added, for example to 
denote the respondent and sweep.  
 
The route variable names were derived from the focus of the question and are generally 
eight characters long but sometimes less, if the variable name is meaningful. The minimum 
number of characters is four. The use of numbers within the route variable name is 
generally avoided; the exceptions relate to a series of questions within a recognised 
instrument. All route variable names start with an upper case letter. This document shows 
the following charters are a mix of upper and lower case characters, however, within the 
datasets, we plan to transform these so that just the initial letter is in upper case. 
 
1.3 Source of the question 
Most of the Life Study questions are taken from existing surveys and instruments. Very few 
of the Life Study questions are new. The source of each question is shown in this document. 
Some questions may have been used in a number of other cohort studies or surveys and at 
multiple sweeps. When the Life Study questionnaires were developed, experts often 
recommended a specific cohort or survey as a reference. Life Study staff did not have 
sufficient time to follow-up the full provenance of each question, so what is listed, is the 
origin of the question that was used by the Life Study team.  
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Some questions needed to be modified or adapted to make them suitable for use in Life 
Study. Where this was the case, the origin says “Adapted from”.   
 
1.4 Question 
The “Question” column gives details of the wording of each question. If the question is 
administered as CAPI, then this is what is read out by the interviewer. If the question is 
administered as CASI, then this is what appears on the screen for the participant to read.  
 
Text in UPPER CASE, is either an interviewer instruction, or there to guide the interviewer. 
Where there is a showcard for the interviewer to use, this is written as an interviewer 
instruction. Each showcard has a unique reference number and the participant is asked to 
turn to that card to read the response options available (so that the interviewer does not 
need to read out a long list of items). Participants are given a pack of laminated cards that 
are in the correct order as they appear in the questionnaires.  
  
1.5 Textfills 
Textfills are used to adapt the question wording (or response options) for an individual 
respondent, based on information they have given as the questionnaire proceeds, for 
example, by adding in the name of their baby and referring to them in the correct gender. In 
this example the textfills would be as follows:  ^[cohort baby name] and ^[he/she].  
 
In some cases, textfills are used to adapt or add to the wording at specific sweeps or under 
specific circumstances. For example, some questions on household income had a textfill 
^[and your partner] but only if the respondent had a partner and the partner was resident in 
the same household. In these cases the wording of the textfill is shown and the 
programmers developing the CAPI and CASI were given additional information as to what 
was required.  
 
1.6 Responses 
There a number of different response types and these are shown on the first line of the 
“Responses” column. Response types are as follows:  
1. ‘Choice: multiple’ - the participant can choose multiple response options from a 
given list 
2. ‘Choice: single’ – the participant can choose only one response option from a given 
list 
3. ‘Open: XX’ – the participant has to type in the answer and XX denotes the maximum 
number of characters allowed 
4. ‘Number: A, B, C..D’ – the participant has to enter a numeric answer. ‘A’ represents 
the number of decimal places allowed, ‘B’ is the maximum number of characters that 
can be entered, ‘C..D’ is the range (lower and upper values) permitted  
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5. ‘Date: dd/mm/yyyy or mm/yyyy or yyyy’ - the participant needs to enter a date 
either as a full date, or month and year only, or year only.  
6. ‘Control:’ – this is used where a response is not required, for example there is some 
introductory text, followed by instructions to advance to the next screen.  
 
The response type is then followed by the response options, if the response type is ‘Choice: 
multiple’ or ‘Choice: single’.  
 
The response options are shown as a table with a numbered list of items. The interviewers 
(CAPI) and respondents (CASI), are presented with the list but the numbers are not shown. 
These numbers do however, appear in the datasets. For questions without a showcard, 
interviewers read out all the options for participants to select their answer(s).   
 
Within the SPSS Dimensions CAPI and CASI instruments, answers to questions with 
predefined response options are entered by selecting the relevant response(s). CASI 
sections are administered on touch screen tablets, so touching the relevant answer, selects 
it. Questions that allow multiple responses, include the wording: CODE ALL THAT APPLY (if 
CAPI) and “Please choose all that apply” (if CASI). If an incorrect answer is selected, it can be 
deselected and then the correct answer chosen. Some of the questions which allow multiple 
responses to be made, also have some responses which are exclusive, that is, they cannot 
be selected with any of the other responses. The CAPI and CASI instruments are 
programmed to take account of single and multiple response questions, exclusive responses 
and also combinations of answers which were not permitted, for example because they are 
contradictory.  Questions with open text, require the answer to be typed in. 
   
1.7 ‘Don’t know’ and ‘Prefer not to answer’ 
‘Don’t know’ and ‘Prefer not to answer’ options were allowed within both the CAPI and CASI 
as participation in Life Study was voluntary and it was important that participants did not 
feel pressurised to answer all questions, if they were not comfortable with doing so. 
Virtually all questions allowed a ‘Prefer not to answer’ response and some questions 
additionally allowed a ‘Don’t know’ response but only if it was felt that a participant may 
genuinely not know the answer. In CAPI, ‘Don’t know’ and ‘Prefer not to answer’ are shown 
on the screen for interviewers to select if necessary, whereas in CASI, these options only 
appear on the screen if the participant tries to move to the next question without answering 
the current question.  
 
(Details regarding use of ‘Don’t know’ and ‘Prefer not to answer’ responses for each 
question, are not shown within this document). 
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1.8  Checks 
Soft and hard checks are built into the programming of the CAPI and CASI questionnaires. 
Soft checks ask interviewers or participants to review their answer as it exceeds an expected 
range. They are given the opportunity to change their answer or proceed if they feel their 
answer is correct. Hard checks are used where an answer given is not feasible or 
contradictory to information already provided. In this circumstance, the answer has to be 
changed before proceeding to the next question. 
 
1.9 Universe and routing instructions 
Universe statements are based on Boolean logic and contain information to indicate when 
that question has to be applied: respondent type (mother, partner, non-resident father), 
component of the study (Pregnancy or Birth), sweep (pregnancy visit, six month visit, 12 
month visit) and the mode of interview (CAPI or CASI). 
 
RespType = 1 indicates the question is asked of mothers 
RespType = 2 indicates the question is asked of partners 
RespType = 4 indicates the question is asked of non-resident fathers (B.C. only) 
Sweep = 1 indicates the question is asked at the Pregnancy Component, pregnancy visit 
Sweep = 2 indicates the question is asked at the Pregnancy Component, six month visit 
Sweep = 3 indicates the question is asked at the Pregnancy Component, 12 month visit 
Sweep = 4 indicates the question is asked at the Birth Component, six month visit 
ModeType = 1 indicates the question is asked as CAPI 
ModeType = 2 indicates the question is asked as CASI 
 
For many variables, the Universe also includes additional conditioning based on responses 
to other variables. In some cases, a specific response leads to an additional question being 
asked and on other occasions a specific response may lead to a number of questions being 
omitted.   
 
<> is used to mean is not equal to 
‘@ sweep x’ indicates that information is fed forward from an earlier sweep 
(?) is used where the universe statement could not be written fully, as the routing relied on  
interaction with information stored in a Participant Management System. In such instances, 
the text in the universe statement provides a written explanation of the routing that takes 
place. 
 
This document has been prepared as a questionnaire for a particular respondent at the birth 
component six month visit. For those variables which appear in this document, re-
occurrences of that variable for other participants (mothers, partners and non-resident 
fathers) can be seen by looking at the universe statement. However, please note that there 
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are other Life Study variables which don’t appear in this document and these will be found 
in the other Life Study questionnaires.  
 
1.10 Multiple births 
The Life Study questionnaires were designed to allow for singleton, twin and triplet cohort 
members. At the six month and twelve month sweeps, a number of questions relating to the 
baby are asked separately of each cohort member. If there are just one or two questions of 
this nature within a module, then the questions repeat for each baby, one after the other. If 
however, there are a series of questions which need to repeat for each baby, then the 
whole section is asked of the first baby and then repeated for the next baby. This allows the 
mother to answer related questions focussing on each baby separately.     
 
1.11 Looped sections 
Similarly, in some modules of the Life Study questionnaires, individual questions, or 
sequences of questions are repeated a number of times, based on information provided by 
the participant. For example, in the Demographics module, the respondent is asked a 
number of questions about each member of their household, based on the number of 
people they live with.  
 
1.12 This document 
This document now details the questionnaires used for non-resident fathers receiving a six 
month home visit within the Birth Component of Life Study.   
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2. Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) Part 1 
 
2.1   Demographics 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Number of 
household 
members 
 
[PersNo] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
First, I’d like to ask a few 
questions about yourself and the 
people who live with you. 
 
Including yourself, how many 
people live with you regularly as 
members of your household? 
 
MEMBERS OF THE SAME 
HOUSEHOLD MUST EITHER SHARE 
AT LEAST ONE MEAL A DAY OR 
SHARE LIVING 
ACCOMMODATION. 
 
IF HH MEMBER HAS BEEN OR IS 
LIKELY TO BE AWAY FOR 6 
MONTHS OR MORE, COUNT AS 
RESIDENT ONLY IF S/HE IS GOING 
TO COME BACK TO LIVE THERE 
Number: 0, 2, 1..99 IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
First name of 
household 
member 
 
[Name] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
^[What is your first name? / And 
what is the first name of the next 
person in your household?] 
 
ENTER FIRST NAME ^[OF EACH 
RESIDENT FAMILY MEMBER] 
 
Open: 20 IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS 
RECORDED SO FAR: 
^[NAME(s)]  
 
^[ASK PARTICPANTS FOR THEIR 
OWN NAME FIRST, THEN 
PARTNER’S NAME (IF THERE IS A 
PARTNER), THEN MOVE ON TO 
OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS] 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (PName = 2)) // Mother gave 
incorrect name 
Respondent’s 
surname 
 
[Surname] 
New And what is your surname? Open: 20 IF ((RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (PSName = 2)) // Mother gave 
incorrect surname 
Sex of 
household 
member 
 
[Sex] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
 
 
ASK/ENTER SEX OF HOUSEHOLD 
MEMBER 
Choice: single 
 
1 Male 
2 Female 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
Date of birth 
of household 
member 
 
[DoB] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
What is ^[your] / ^[Name]’s date 
of birth? 
Date: DD/MM/YYYY IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND ((PDoB = 2) // Mother gave incorrect 
DoB 
OR (?))) // (DoB = DK or REF) // Mother 
didn’t provide partner’s DoB 
Whether any 
other 
household 
members 
 
[HHCheck] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
Can I just check, is there anyone 
else living with you regularly as a 
member of your household? 
 
^[COHORT BABIES RECORDED: 
^[COHORT BABY NAME(S)]] 
OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS 
RECORDED: ^[NAME(S)] 
 
IF THERE ARE OTHER HOUSEHOLD 
MEMBERS, CHANGE NUMBER OF 
PEOPLE LIVING IN HH, ADD THEIR 
NAME, AND ANSWER THE OTHER 
QUESTIONS WHICH ARE ASKED OF 
EACH HOUSEHOLD MEMBER. 
 
TO PROCEED THIS QUESTION HAS 
TO BE CODED ‘NO’ 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (PersNo < 12) // Less than 12 people 
in HH 
Introduction 
to 
relationships 
 Now I would like to ask you about 
how the people in your household 
are related to each other. 
 
Control: IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
within the 
household 
 
[RespIntr] 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or 
Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
Relationship 
of household 
member to 
respondent 
 
[RelResp] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
What is ^[Name]’s relationship to 
you? 
 
USE CARD D1 
 
PROMPT OR CHECK IF NECESSARY: 
SO, ^[NAME] IS YOUR...? 
 
CODE ONE ONLY 
 
BLOOD RELATIONSHIPS TAKE 
PRIORITY OVER FOSTERING  
 
TREAT RELATIVES OF CIVIL 
PARTNERS AS THOUGH THE CIVIL 
PARTNERS WERE MARRIED. ALSO 
TREAT RELATIVES OF COHABITING 
MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD 
AS THOUGH THE COHABITING 
COUPLE WERE MARRIED. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Husband / wife 
2 Partner  / Cohabitee 
3 Natural son / daughter 
4 Adopted son / daughter 
5 Foster son / daughter 
6 Step-son / step-
daughter / child of 
(current/previous) 
partner 
7 Natural parent 
8 Partner of parent 
9 Adoptive parent 
10 Foster parent 
11 Step-parent 
12 Natural brother / 
natural sister 
13 Half-brother / half-
sister 
14 Step-brother / step-
sister / child of 
parent’s partner 
15 Adopted brother / 
adopted sister 
16 Foster brother / 
foster sister 
17 Grandchild 
18 Maternal grandparent 
(or parent of mother) 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or 
Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
19 Paternal grandparent 
(or parent of father) 
20 Grandparent’s partner 
21 Parent-in-law / Parent 
of partner 
22 Brother-in-law / 
Sister-in-law / 
Partner of brother or 
sister 
23 Aunt / Uncle 
24 Cousin 
25 Nanny / au pair / 
housekeeper / live in 
domestic help 
26 Lodger / Housemate 
27 Other relative 
28 Other non-relative 
 
Whether NRF 
has resident 
partner 
(derived) 
 
[NRFPart] 
Derived  Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Introduction 
to other 
family 
 
[FamIntro] 
 We would like to ask a few 
questions about other people who 
may be important in your life. This 
will enable us make sure we only 
ask you further questions which 
are relevant. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Whether 
mother still 
alive 
 
[MLive] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
Is your mother still alive? 
 
ADD IF NECESSARY: BY MOTHER I 
MEAN YOUR NATURAL OR 
ADOPTIVE MOTHER 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType  = 1) // CAPI 
AND ((Sex = 2) AND (RelResp <> 7 or 9)) // 
No female in HH is natural parent or 
adoptive parent of respondent 
Whether 
father still 
alive 
 
[FLive] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) First 
Survey 
Is your father still alive? 
 
ADD IF NECESSARY: BY FATHER I 
MEAN YOUR NATURAL OR 
ADOPTIVE FATHER 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType  = 1) // CAPI 
AND ((Sex = 1) AND (RelResp <> 7 or 9)) // 
No male in HH is natural parent or 
adoptive parent of respondent 
Whether has 
other children 
 
[OthrChdr] 
Adapted from 
Growing Up In 
Ireland 
I appreciate you may have already 
told me about your children who 
live with you, but can I just check, 
apart from ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)], do you have any other 
children? 
 
INCLUDE ANY BIOLOGICAL, STEP, 
FOSTER AND ADOPTED CHILDREN, 
WHETHER OR NOT THEY LIVE 
WITH YOU. 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 No 
2 Yes, with ^[Mother 
name] 
3 Yes, with a different 
partner(s) 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Number of 
children with 
cohort baby’s 
mother 
 
[ChdrWMot] 
Adapted from 
Growing Up In 
Ireland 
How many other children do you 
have with ^[Mother name]? 
Number: 0, 2, 1..12 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (OthrChdr = 2) // has other children 
with mother 
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Number of 
other children 
with other 
partners 
 
[ChdrWOth] 
Adapted from 
Growing Up In 
Ireland 
How many other children do you 
have with any other partner(s)? 
Number: 0, 2, 1..12 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (OthrChdr = 3) // has other children 
with other partners 
Travel time to 
non-resident 
partners 
home 
 
[NResPDis] 
New How long in total does it usually 
take to travel from your home to 
where ^[Partner name] lives?  
 
Enter time in hours and minutes 
Number: 0, 3, 0..999 IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (NResPart = 1)) // have a non-
resident partner 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
Whether 
respondent’s 
mother is still 
alive 
(derived) 
 
[MothLive] 
Derived  Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
Whether 
respondent’s 
father is still 
alive 
(derived) 
Derived  Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType  = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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[FathLive] 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
Why not 
living with 
mother 
 
[YLivSep] 
Gender and 
Generations Survey 
Are you living apart because you 
and/or ^[Mother name] want to, 
or because circumstances prevent 
you from living together? 
 
CODE ONE OPTION ONLY. 
Choice: single 
 
1 I want to live apart 
2 Both ^[Mother name] and 
I want to live apart 
3 ^[Mother name] wants to 
live apart 
4 We are constrained by 
circumstances 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Why wants to 
live apart 
from mother 
 
[YLivAprt] 
Gender and 
Generations Survey 
Why do you want to live apart? 
 
ASK RESPONDENT FOR THE MOST 
IMPORTANT REASON. 
Choice: single 
 
1 For financial reasons 
2 To keep independence 
3 Because of children 
4 Not yet ready for 
living together 
5 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (YLivSep = 1 or 2) // Respondent 
wants to live apart 
Why both 
want to be 
live apart 
 
[YBthLvAp] 
Gender and 
Generations Survey 
Why does ^[Mother name] want 
to live apart? 
 
ASK RESPONDENT FOR THE MOST 
IMPORTANT REASON. 
Choice: single 
 
1 For financial reasons 
2 To keep independence 
3 Because of children 
4 Not yet ready for 
living together 
5 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (YLivSep = 2 or 3) // Mother wants 
to live apart 
Which 
circumstances 
mean living 
apart 
Gender and 
Generations Survey 
Which circumstances stop you 
and ^[Mother name] living 
together? 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Work circumstances 
2 Financial circumstances 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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[YLvApCir] 
ASK RESPONDENT FOR THE MOST 
IMPORTANT CIRCUMSTANCES. 
3 Housing circumstances 
4 Legal circumstances 
5 ^[Mother name] has 
another family 
6 Other 
 
AND (YLivSep = 4) // other circumstances 
stop living together 
 
 
2.2   Housing 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Introduction to 
housing 
questions 
 
[HsingInt] 
 I will now ask you some questions 
about housing and where you 
live. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months  
 
OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or 
Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months 
Tenure of home 
 
[Tenure] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Sweep 2 
Do you ^[or your partner] own or 
rent your home or have some 
other arrangement? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Own outright 
2 Own – mortgage/loan 
3 Part rent/part 
mortgage (shared 
equity) 
4 Rent from local 
authority 
5 Rent from Housing 
Association 
6 Rent privately 
7 Living with parents 
8 Live rent free 
9 Squatting 
10 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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Who owns or is 
buying the 
property 
 
[WhOwnsHs] 
Adapted from 
English Housing 
Survey (EHS) 
May I check who personally 
^[owns / is buying] your home? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Myself only 
2 My partner only 
3 My partner and I 
together 
4 Myself and someone 
else in the household 
5 Someone else in the 
household only 
6 Someone outside the 
household 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Tenure = 1 or 2 or 3 or 7) // own 
outright, own mortgage, part rent/part 
mortgage, living with parents 
Type of 
accommodation 
 
[AccomTyp] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Sweep 5 
Is your home… 
 
CHECK WITH PARTICIPANT AS 
REQUIRED 
Choice: single 
 
1 A house or bungalow 
2 A flat or maisonette 
3 A studio flat 
4 A Room or bedsit 
5 Shared flat (with 
another individual or 
family) 
6 Shared house (with 
another individual or 
family) 
7 Student accommodation 
8 Other answer 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Other type of 
accommodation 
 
[AccomTyO] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Sweep 5 
* 
 
SPECIFY WHAT OTHER TYPE OF 
ACCOMODATION 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (AccomTyp = 8) // Other 
accommodation 
Building floor of 
main living 
accommodation 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
On what floor of the building is 
your main living accommodation? 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Basement/ semi 
basement 
IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
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[MainLivF] 
Study (MCS) 
Sweep 5 
Please give your lowest floor that 
has living accommodation. 
2 Ground floor/ street 
level 
3 1st floor 
4 2nd floor 
5 3rd floor 
6 4th - 9th floor 
7 10th floor or higher 
 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (AccomTyp = 2, 3, 4, 5, 7) // Flat, 
studio flat, bedsit, shared flat or student 
accommodation 
Number of 
rooms 
 
[NumRooms] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
How many rooms do you and 
your family have excluding 
bathrooms, toilets, halls and 
garages? 
Number: 0, 2, 1..99 IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3 Identity 
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Identity 
introduction 
CASI 
 
[EthIntro] 
 The next questions are about 
identity, citizenship and 
language. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // 
Mother or partner or non-resident 
partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Ethnic 
group 
 
[EthGrp] 
2011 Census What is your ethnic group? 
 
USE CARD I1 
 
CODE ONE OPTION ONLY 
 
ADD IF NECESSARY: CHOOSE 
ONE SECTION FROM A TO E, 
THEN SELECT ONE OPTION TO 
BEST DESCRIBE YOUR ETHNIC 
GROUP OR BACKGROUND 
Choice: single 
 
1 A. White 
English / Welsh / Scottish / 
Northern Irish / British 
2 A. White 
Irish 
3 A. White 
Gypsy or Irish Traveller 
4 A. White 
Any other White background 
5 B. Mixed/multiple ethnic 
groups 
White and Black Caribbean 
6 B. Mixed/multiple ethnic 
groups 
White and Black African 
7 B. Mixed/multiple ethnic 
groups 
White and Asian 
8 B. Mixed/multiple ethnic 
groups 
Any other Mixed/multiple 
ethnic background 
9 C. Asian/Asian British  
Indian 
10 C. Asian/Asian British  
Pakistani 
11 C. Asian/Asian British  
Bangladeshi 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // 
Mother or partner or non-resident 
partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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12 C. Asian/Asian British  
Chinese 
13 C. Asian/Asian British  
Any other Asian background 
14 D. 
Black/African/Caribbean/Black 
British 
African 
15 D. 
Black/African/Caribbean/Black 
British 
Caribbean 
16 D. 
Black/African/Caribbean/Black 
British 
Any other 
Black/African/Caribbean 
background 
17 E. Other Ethnic Group 
Arab 
18 E. Other Ethnic Group 
Any other ethnic group 
 
Other 
ethnic 
group 
 
[EthGrpO] 
Understanding 
Society 
What other ethnic group is 
that? 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // 
Mother or partner or non-resident 
partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (EthGrp = 4, 8, 13, 16, 18) // 
“Other” ethnic group 
Born in UK 
 
[UKBorn] 
Understanding 
Society  
Were you born in the UK, that 
is in England, Scotland, Wales 
or Northern Ireland? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, England 
2 Yes, Scotland 
3 Yes, Wales 
4 Yes, Northern Ireland 
5 Not born in the UK 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner  
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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Year of 
arrival to UK 
 
[ArrivUKY] 
Understanding 
Society  
In what year did you first come 
to the UK to live, even if you 
have spent time abroad since? 
 
ENTER YEAR IN FOUR DIGIT 
FORMAT, E.G. 2010 
Date: yyyy IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (UKborn = 5) // Not born in the 
UK 
Citizenship 
 
[Citizen] 
Understanding 
Society  
Are you a UK citizen, a citizen 
of your country of birth or a 
citizen of another country? 
 
IF PARTICIPANT HAS 
CITIZENSHIP OF MORE THAN 
ONE COUNTRY, CODE ALL 
THAT APPLY. 
 
ADD IF NECESSARY: BEING A 
CITIZEN MEANS YOU ARE 
ENTITLED TO HOLD A 
PASSPORT ISSUED BY THAT 
COUNTRY. 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 UK citizen 
2 Citizen of country of birth 
(if outside of the UK) 
3 Citizen of other country 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Citizenship 
of other 
country 
 
[CitizenO] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society  
What is your present 
citizenship? 
 
IF PARTICIPANT HAS DUAL 
CITIZENSHIP, ENTER BOTH 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (Citizen = 3) // Citizen of other 
country 
Main 
language 
 
[MainLang] 
2011 Census What is your main language? Choice: single 
 
1 English 
2 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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Main 
language 
(not 
English) 
 
[MainLanO] 
Adapted from 
2011 Census 
* 
 
ENTER MAIN LANGUAGE 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (MainLang = 2) // English not 
main language 
Fluency in 
English 
 
[FluenEng] 
2011 Census How well can you speak 
English? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very well 
2 Well 
3 Not well 
4 Not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (MainLang = 2) // English not 
main language 
Reading 
English 
 
[ReadEng] 
Adapted from 
2011 Census  and 
German Socio-
Economic Panel 
(GSOEP) 
How well can you read English? Choice: single 
 
1 Very well 
2 Well 
3 Not well 
4 Not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (MainLang = 2) // English not 
main language 
Writing 
English 
 
[WriteEng] 
Adapted from 
2011 Census  and 
German Socio-
Economic Panel 
(GSOEP) 
How well can you write 
English? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very well 
2 Well 
3 Not well 
4 Not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (MainLang = 2) // English not 
main language 
Religion 
introduction 
 
[ReligInt] 
 The next questions are about 
religion. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Whether 
belong to 
religion 
 
Understanding 
Society  
Do you regard yourself as 
belonging to any particular 
religion? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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[Religion] 
Which 
religion 
belongs to 
 
[ReligAct] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society  
Which religion do you regard 
yourself as belonging to? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Church of England /Anglican / 
Church in Wales / Scottish 
Episcopal Church 
2 Roman Catholic 
3 Church of Scotland / 
Presbyterian 
5 Methodist 
6 Other Christian 
7 Christian (No Denomination) 
8 Muslim / Islam 
9 Hindu 
10 Jewish 
11 Sikh 
12 Buddhist 
97 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (Religion = 1) // they belong to a 
religion 
Religion 
brought up 
in 
 
[ReligGrw] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society 
Which religion were you 
brought up in? 
Choice: single 
 
1 No religion 
2 Church of England /Anglican /  
Church in Wales / Scottish 
Episcopal Church 
3 Roman Catholic 
4 Church of Scotland / 
Presbyterian 
7 Methodist 
8 Other Christian 
9 Christian (No Denomination) 
10 Muslim / Islam 
11 Hindu 
12 Jewish 
13 Sikh 
14 Buddhist 
97 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (Religion = 2) // they don’t 
belong to a religion 
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Attendance 
at religious 
services 
 
[ReligAtt] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society 
Apart from special occasions 
such as weddings and funerals, 
about how often do you attend 
religious services or meetings 
these days? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Once a week or more 
2 At least once a month 
3 At least once a year 
4 Never 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Influence of 
religious 
beliefs 
 
[ReligBel] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society  
How much difference would 
you say religious beliefs make 
to your life?  
Would you say they make... 
Choice: single 
 
1 A great difference 
2 Some difference 
3 A little difference 
4 No difference 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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2.4   Parental Education 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Parental 
education 
introduction 
 
[PEdInt] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 
1 
The following questions are 
about your education and 
reading habits. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Age left full-
time 
education 
 
[LeftFTEd] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 
1 
How old were you when you left 
full-time continuous education? 
 
IF THEY ARE STILL IN FULL-TIME 
EDUCATION, SELECT “STILL IN 
FULL-TIME EDUCATION”. 
 
IF THEY LEFT FULL-TIME 
EDUCATION AND THEN 
RETURNED LATER, WE ARE 
INTERESTED IN THE AGE THAT 
THEY FIRST LEFT FULL-TIME 
CONTINUOUS EDUCATION. 
 
A SANDWICH COURSE OR GAP 
YEAR COUNT AS FULL-TIME 
CONTINUOUS EDUCATION. 
Number: 0, 2, 0..99 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Highest 
educational 
qualification 
 
[HighQual] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society  Wave 3 
Please can you tell me the 
highest educational or school 
qualification you have obtained 
^[so far]? 
 
USE CARD ED1 
Choice: single 
 
1 University Higher Degree 
(e.g. MSc, PhD) 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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2 First degree level 
qualification including 
foundation degrees, 
graduate membership of a 
professional Institute, 
PGCE 
3 Diploma in higher 
education 
4 Teaching qualification 
(excluding PGCE) 
5 Nursing or other medical 
qualification not yet 
mentioned 
6 A level 
7 Welsh Baccalaureate 
8 International 
Baccalaureate 
9 AS level 
10 Higher Grade/Advanced 
Higher (Scotland) 
11 Certificate of sixth 
year studies 
12 5 or more GCSE/O level 
grades A-C 
13 4 or fewer GCSE/O level 
grades A-C 
14 GCSE/O Level Grades D-G, 
or CSE 
15 Standard/Ordinary (O) 
Grade/Lower (Scotland) 
16 Other school (including 
school leaving exam 
certificate or 
matriculation) 
17 Other qualification 
gained outside of the UK 
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18 None of the above 
 
Whether 
highest 
qualification 
gained in UK 
 
[UKQual] 
Understanding 
Society  Wave 3 
Can I just check - did you gain 
this qualification in the UK? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
and (HighQual = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 16) 
Vocational 
qualifications 
 
[VocQual] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society  Wave 3 
Which of the following vocational 
or other qualifications do you 
have if any? 
 
USE CARD ED2 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Youth training 
certificate 
2 Key skills 
3 Basic skills 
4 Entry level 
qualifications (Wales) 
5 A formal apprenticeship 
(including modern 
apprenticeships /trade 
apprenticeships) 
6 RSA/OCR/Clerical and 
commercial 
qualifications (e.g. 
typing/shorthand/book-
keeping/commerce) 
7 City and Guilds 
Certificate 
8 GNVQ/GSVQ 
9 NVQ/SVQ – Level 1 – 2 
10 NVQ/SVQ – Level 3 – 5 
11 HNC/HND 
12 BTEC/BEC/TEC/EdExcel/LQL 
13 SCOTVEC, SCOTEC or 
SCOTBEC 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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14 Award, Certificate or 
Diploma qualification at 
Entry level or Levels 1 
or 2 
15 Award, Certificate or 
Diploma qualification at 
Entry level or Levels 3 
to 8 
16 Other vocational, 
technical or 
professional 
qualification 
17 None of the above 
 
Frequency of 
reading 
 
[Reading] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 
5 
How often do you read books, 
either on paper or on an 
electronic device, in your spare 
time and not for work or study? 
  
Please do not include magazines, 
newspapers etc. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every day or almost every 
day 
2 Several times a week 
3 Once or twice a week 
4 At least once a month 
5 Every few months 
6 At least once a year 
7 Less often or never 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
and (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
and (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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3. Computer Assisted Self Interview (CASI) 
 
3.1   Parental and Family Health 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Introduction 
to health 
questions 
 
[Healint] 
 You will now be asked some 
questions about your health ^[and 
your family’s health].  
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
General 
health 
 
[GenHlth] 
The Health Survey 
for England 2009 
(HSE) 
How is your health in general? 
Would you say it was… 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very good 
2 Good 
3 Fair 
4 Bad 
5 Very bad 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Limiting 
longstanding 
illness 
 
[LongIll] 
The Health Survey 
for England 2009 
(HSE) and  
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Do you have a longstanding illness, 
disability or infirmity?  
 
By longstanding we mean anything 
that has troubled you over a 
period of time, or that is likely to 
affect you over a period of time. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
What is 
longstanding 
illness or 
disability 
 
[IllsTxt] 
Adapted from The 
Health Survey for 
England 2009 (HSE) 
and Millennium 
Cohort Study (MCS) 
What is the matter with you?  
 
If more than one condition, start 
with the most important and enter 
one here. (You will be able to 
return up to 6 times to record 
other conditions). 
 
Open: 60 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (LongIll = 1) // has a long standing 
illness 
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^[You have already mentioned 
^[condition(s)]] 
Any other 
longstanding 
illness or 
disability 
 
[IllsTxtM] 
New Can we check, do you have any 
other long-standing illness, 
disability or infirmity?  
 
You have already mentioned 
^[condition(s)] 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (LongIll = 1) // has a long standing 
illness 
Does illness 
limit 
activities in 
any way 
 
[LimitAct] 
The Health Survey 
for England 2009 
(HSE) and 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
(If one illness /disability :) 
Does this illness or disability limit 
your activities in any way?  
 
(If more than one illness / 
disability :) 
Do any of these illnesses or 
disabilities limit your activities in 
any way? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (LongIll = 1) // has a long standing 
illness 
Whether 
limits 
activities 
with 
children 
 
[LimitAC] 
New Does your illness or disability limit 
your activities with ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (LongIll = 1) // has a long standing 
illness 
Introduction 
to height 
and weight 
questions 
 
[HgtWgtIn] 
 You will now be asked some 
questions about your height and 
weight.  
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Self-Report 
Height 
 
[HtSelf] 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
How tall are you without shoes? 
 
Please choose whether you wish 
to answer in metres and 
centimetres or feet and inches. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Metres and Centimetres 
2 Feet and Inches 
 
If (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Self-Report 
Height in 
Metres 
 
[HtSeM] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please enter your height in 
metres. Enter additional 
centimetres at the next question. 
Number: 0, 1, 1..2 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (HtSelf = 1) // Answers in metres and 
centimetres 
Self-Report 
Height in 
centimetres 
 
[HtSeC] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please enter any additional 
centimetres. 
Number: 0, 2, 0..99 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (HtSelf = 1) // Answers in metres and 
centimetres 
And (?) // (HtSeM <> DK or REF) // Answer 
given to height in metres 
Self-Report 
Height in 
Feet 
 
[HtSeF] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please enter your height in feet. 
Enter additional inches at the next 
question. 
Number: 0, 1, 3..8 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (HtSelf = 2) // Answers in feet and 
inches 
Self-Report 
Height in 
Inches 
 
[HtSeI] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please enter any additional inches 
(to nearest .5 inch). 
Number: 1, 4, 0..11.5 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (HtSelf = 2) // Answers in feet and 
inches 
And (?) // (HtSeF <> DK or REF) // Answer 
given to height in feet 
Self-Report 
Weight 
 
Adapted from 
National Child 
How much do you weigh (without 
clothes)? 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Kilograms 
2 Stones and pounds 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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[WghtSelf] Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please choose whether you wish 
to answer in kilograms or stones 
and pounds. 
Self-Report 
Weight in 
Kilograms 
 
[WghtSeK] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please enter your weight in 
kilograms. 
Number: 0, 3, 20..250 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (WghtSelf = 1) // Answers in kilograms 
Self-Report 
Weight in 
Stones 
 
[WghtSeS] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
Please enter your weight in 
stones. Enter additional pounds at 
the next question. 
Number: 0, 2, 3..40 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (WghtSelf = 2) // Answers in stones 
and pounds 
Self-Report 
Weight in 
Pounds 
 
[WghtSeP] 
Adapted from 
National Child 
Development Study 
(NCDS) 2000 
You have already given your 
weight in stones, please enter any 
additional pounds. 
Number: 0, 2, 0..13 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (WghtSelf = 2) // Answers in stones 
and pounds 
And (?) // (WghtSeS <> DK or REF) // 
Answer given to weight in stones 
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3.2   Pregnancy and Birth 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Introduction 
to questions 
about 
partner’s 
pregnancy 
 
[PPregInt] 
 The next ^[question 
relates/questions relate] to your 
partner’s pregnancy with ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)]. 
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF ((RespType = 2) // Partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
parent of cohort child  
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
Partner 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (ModeType = 2)) // CASI 
LMUP - 
Intentions 
for 
pregnancy 
 
[LMUP03] 
London Measure of 
Unplanned 
Pregnancy (LMUP) 
Just before ^[I/your partner] 
became pregnant with ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)]...  
 
Please choose the statement 
which most applies to you. 
Choice: single 
 
1 I intended ^[my 
partner] to get 
pregnant 
2 My intentions kept 
changing 
3 I did not intend ^[for 
my partner] to get 
pregnant 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 2)) // CASI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
parent of cohort child  
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
Partner  
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (ModeType = 2)) // CASI 
Present at 
cohort 
baby’s birth 
 
[PresBir] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Were you present at ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)]’s birth? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 Wanted to be, but 
missed it 
3 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Name on 
birth 
certificate 
 
[BirtCert] 
Adapted from 
Fragile Families 
Study 
Are you named on ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]’s birth 
^[certificate/certificates]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Cohort baby 
has 
partner’s 
surname 
 
[Surname] 
Adapted from 
Fragile Families 
Study 
^[Does/do] ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] have your last 
name/surname? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, we discussed this 
2 Yes, but we didn’t 
discuss this 
3 No, but we discussed 
this 
4 No, we didn’t discuss 
this 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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3.3   Family Relationships 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Family 
relationship 
module 
introduction 
 
[FmRIntro] 
 The next few questions are 
about your family relationships. 
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother 
or Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Relationship 
status with 
mother when 
became 
pregnant 
 
[RelStPrg] 
Adapted from the 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 1 
What was the status of your 
relationship with ^[Mother 
name] when she became 
pregnant with ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Married and living 
together 
2 Cohabiting/living 
together 
3 Living together part 
of the time 
4 Separated 
5 Divorced 
6 A couple but not 
living together 
7 Dating (going out but 
not living together) 
8 Not in a relationship 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Relationship 
with partner 
at time of 
birth 
 
[PartBir] 
Adapted from the 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 1 
What was your relationship with 
^[Partner name] at the time 
^[Cohort baby name(s)] 
^[was/were] born? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Married / civil 
partnership and living 
together 
2 Cohabiting / living 
together 
3 Living together part 
of the time 
4 Separated 
5 Divorced 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Partner = 1)) // Has Partner 
(resident or non-resident)  
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2)) // CASI 
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6 A couple but not 
living together 
7 Dating (going out but 
not living together) 
8 Not in a relationship 
 
Current 
relationship 
status with 
mother 
 
[RelStCur] 
Adapted from the 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 1 
What is your current relationship 
status with ^[Mother name]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Married and living 
together 
2 Cohabiting/living 
together 
3 Living together part 
of the time 
4 Separated 
5 Divorced 
6 A couple but not 
living together 
7 Dating (going out but 
not living together) 
8 Not in a relationship 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Why 
relationship 
separated 
 
[YRelSep] 
Adapted from Fragile 
Families Study 
Relationships end for many 
reasons. Why did your 
relationship with ^[Mother 
name] end? 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Financial reasons 
(didn’t have work or 
money) 
2 Distance (we didn’t 
live close enough) 
3 Relationship reasons 
(we didn’t get 
along/we were too 
young/we were not in 
love/we were not 
mature enough/we were 
too different) 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND ((RelStCur = 4 or 5 or 8) // 
separated, divorced, or not in 
relationship with mother 
AND ((RelStPrg <> 4 or 5 or 8) // was in a 
relationship with mother at start of 
pregnancy 
OR (PartBir <> 4 or 5 or 8))) // was in a 
relationship with mother at birth 
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4 Health reasons (e.g. 
depression or 
sickness) 
5 Alcohol or drug 
problems 
6 Violent/abusive 
behaviour 
7 Other 
 
Why 
relationship 
ended other 
 
[YRelSepO] 
Adapted from Fragile 
Families Study 
What was the other reason your 
relationship with ^[Mother 
name] ended? 
Open: 150 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (YRelSep = 7) // other reason for 
relationship ended 
Contact with 
child intro 
 
[ChConInt] 
 The next few questions are 
about your contact with 
^[Cohort baby name(s)]. 
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
Partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Frequency 
see cohort 
baby 
 
[FrqSeChd] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 5 
How often do you usually see 
^[Cohort baby name(s)]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Shared care 50/50 
2 Every Day 
3 5-6 times a week 
4 3-4 times a week 
5 Once or twice a week 
6 Less often but at 
least once a month 
7 Less often than once a 
month 
8 Never 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Stays 
overnight 
Adapted from 
Growing Up in Ireland 
Do you and ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] ever stay overnight 
together? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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with cohort 
baby 
 
[StyONgh] 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (FrqSeChd <> 8) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Where stays 
overnight 
with cohort 
baby 
 
[StyONgWh] 
Growing Up in Ireland When you stay overnight 
together, is this usually in… 
Choice: single 
 
1 ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]’s home 
2 Your home 
3 ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]’s 
grandparents’ home 
4 Somewhere else 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (StyONgh = 1) // stays overnight 
with cohort baby 
Number 
nights stays 
overnight 
with cohort 
baby 
 
[StyONgNo] 
Growing Up in Ireland In a typical month, how many 
nights do you and ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] stay overnight 
together? 
Number: 0, 2, 0..31 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (StyONgh = 1) // stays overnight 
with cohort baby 
Contact has 
set pattern 
 
[SetPatt] 
Adapted from V. 
Peacey and J.Hunt 
(2008) Problematic 
contact after 
separation and 
divorce? A national 
survey of parents ISBN 
978 1 85199 299 5 
2008 One Parent 
Families|Gingerbread.  
Does the current arrangement 
for contact between you and 
^[Cohort baby name(s)] have a 
set pattern? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (FrqSeChd <> 8) // sees cohort 
baby 
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Frequency 
contact with 
mother 
 
[FrqComMo] 
Adapted from 
Growing up in Ireland 
How often do you communicate 
about ^[Cohort baby name(s)] 
with ^[Mother name]?  
 
Include contact in person or by 
telephone, text, email, Skype, 
FaceTime etc. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 3-6 times a week 
3 Once or twice a week 
4 Less often, but at 
least once a month 
5 Once every few months 
6 Never 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Description 
of 
relationship 
with mother 
 
[MotheFrd] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
How would you describe your 
relationship with ^[Mother 
name]?  
 
Would you say it is: 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very friendly 
2 Friendly 
3 Neither friendly or 
unfriendly 
4 Unfriendly 
5 Very unfriendly 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
How current 
contact 
arrangement 
came about 
 
[CurrArr] 
Adapted from V. 
Peacey and J.Hunt 
(2008) Problematic 
contact after 
separation and 
divorce? A national 
survey of parents ISBN 
978 1 85199 299 5 
2008 One Parent 
Families|Gingerbread. 
How did the current 
arrangements for ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] to spend time with you 
come about? 
 
Please choose the option that 
most applies to you. 
Choice: single 
 
1 There is no clear 
arrangement in place 
2 It developed over time 
3 It was decided in 
court or with the help 
of legal advice 
4 It was mainly my 
decision 
5 It was mainly ^[Mother 
name]’s decision 
6 It was sorted out 
between myself and 
^[Mother name] 
7 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Mother’s 
reliability 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: an 
How reliable do you think 
^[Mother name] is about sticking 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very reliable 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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sticking to 
arrangements 
 
[RelyMot] 
evaluation of the cost 
and effectiveness of 
the Separated Parents’ 
Information 
Programme, DfE 
report 
to the arrangements for 
^[Cohort baby name(s)]? 
 
For example turning up on time, 
and not cancelling 
 
Is she… 
2 Fairly reliable 
3 Not very reliable 
4 Not at all reliable 
 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (CurrArr <> 1) // there is an 
arrangement in place 
Father’s 
reliability 
sticking to 
arrangements 
 
[RelyFat] 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: an 
evaluation of the cost 
and effectiveness of 
the Separated Parents’ 
Information 
Programme, DfE 
report 
How reliable do you think you 
are about sticking to the 
arrangements for ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]? 
 
For example turning up on time, 
and not cancelling 
 
Are you… 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very reliable 
2 Fairly reliable 
3 Not very reliable 
4 Not at all reliable 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (CurrArr <> 1) // there is an 
arrangement in place 
Whether 
arrangement 
is cause of 
tension with 
mother 
 
[Tension] 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: an 
evaluation of the cost 
and effectiveness of 
the Separated Parents’ 
Information 
Programme, DfE 
report 
Would you say that the 
arrangements for ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] are a cause of tension 
between you and ^[Mother 
name]?  
 
If yes, are these a major cause or 
tension, or minor? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, a major cause 
2 Yes, a minor cause 
3 No, they are not a 
cause of tension 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Are 
arrangements 
best for the 
child 
 
[ArBstChd] 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: an 
evaluation of the cost 
and effectiveness of 
the Separated Parents’ 
Information 
Overall, in terms of what is best 
for ^[Cohort baby name(s)], do 
you think that the arrangement 
you have is… 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very good 
2 Fairly good 
3 Not very good 
4 Not at all good 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Programme, DfE 
report 
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3.4   Social Networks and Supports 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Cohort 
baby’s 
contact 
with 
partner’s 
parents 
 
[Grndprnt] 
Adapted from 
Growing up in 
Australia 
How often ^[does/do] ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)] have contact with 
your parent(s)? 
 
Please include seeing them, 
speaking on the phone, skype and 
facetime. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 3-6 times a week 
3 Once or twice a week 
4 Less often, but at 
least once a month 
5 Once every few months 
6 Never 
7 Lives with 
grandparent(s) 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND ((MothLive = 1) // Mother still alive 
OR (FathLive = 1)) // Father still alive 
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3.5   Parenting 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Parenting module 
introduction 
 
[ParIntro] 
 The next few questions are 
about parenting.  
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months  
 
OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or 
Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months 
Feelings about 
being a parent 
 
[ParentFe] 
Growing up in New 
Zealand Antenatal 
Partners 
Questionnaire 
Overall, do you feel that as a 
parent you are: 
Choice: single 
 
1 Not very good at being 
a parent 
2 A person who has some 
trouble being a parent 
3 An average parent 
4 A better than average 
parent 
5 A very good parent 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
First most 
important thing 
to do for child 
 
[ParPrioA] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Fathers do many things for their 
children. Of the list of things 
below, which 3 do you think are 
the most important for you, as a 
parent, to do?  
 
Firstly, which is the first most 
important thing? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Showing my child love 
and affection 
2 Taking time to play 
with my child 
3 Taking care of my 
child financially 
4 Giving my child moral 
and ethical guidance 
5 Making sure my child 
is safe and protected 
6 Teaching my child and 
encouraging ^[his/her] 
curiosity 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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7 Other 
 
Second most 
important thing 
to do for child 
 
[ParPrioB] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Please select the second most 
important thing. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Showing my child love 
and affection 
2 Taking time to play 
with my child 
3 Taking care of my 
child financially 
4 Giving my child moral 
and ethical guidance 
5 Making sure my child 
is safe and protected 
6 Teaching my child and 
encouraging ^[his/her] 
curiosity 
7 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Third most 
important thing 
to do for child 
 
[ParPrioC] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Please select the third most 
important thing. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Showing my child love 
and affection 
2 Taking time to play 
with my child 
3 Taking care of my 
child financially 
4 Giving my child moral 
and ethical guidance 
5 Making sure my child 
is safe and protected 
6 Teaching my child and 
encouraging ^[his/her] 
curiosity 
7 Other 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Other most 
important thing 
to do for child 
 
[ParPrioO] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Please specify what “other” 
thing you think is important for 
you, as a parent, to do. 
Open: 150 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND ((ParPrioA = 7) OR (ParPrioB = 7) 
OR (ParPrioC = 7)) // Other 
Activities - bath 
 
[ActBath] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
How often do you do these 
activities with ^[Cohort baby 
name]…  
 
… Bath ^[him/her]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – sing 
 
[ActSing] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Sing to ^[him/her]? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – show 
pictures 
 
[ActPictr] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Show ^[him/her] pictures in 
books? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
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4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – read 
stories 
 
[ActStory] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Read ^[him/her] stories? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – toys 
 
[ActToys] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Play with toys? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – 
cuddle 
 
[ActHugs] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Cuddle ^[him/her]? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
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4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – 
physical play 
 
[ActPhyPl] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Physical play (e.g. clapping, 
rolling over)? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Activities – walks 
 
[ActWalks] 
Adapted from 
ALSPAC - Children 
of the children of 
the 90’s 
(COCO90’s) 
… Take ^[him/her] for walks? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Frequency of 
preparing food 
for cohort baby 
 
[ActFood] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
… Prepare food for ^[him/her]? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7) // Sees cohort 
baby 
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4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
Frequency puts 
cohort baby to 
bed 
 
[ActBed] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
… Put ^[him/her] to bed? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Frequency of 
changes cohort 
baby’s nappies 
 
[ActNappy] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
… Change ^[his/her] nappies? Choice: single 
 
1 Every day 
2 Several times a week - 
2 to 6 times 
3 Once a week 
4 Less than once a week 
5 Not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Frequency takes 
cohort baby to 
doctors/clinic 
 
[DoctorCh] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Who is mostly responsible for 
taking ^[Cohort baby name] to 
the doctors/clinic? 
Choice: single 
 
1 I am 
2 ^[Mother name] is 
3 We share more or less 
equally 
4 Someone else 
5 Does not apply 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Frequency takes 
cohort baby to 
nursery/childcare 
 
[TkNrsry] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Who is mostly responsible for 
taking ^[Cohort baby name] to 
or from nursery/child minder? 
Choice: single 
 
1 I am 
2 ^[Mother name] is 
3 We share more or less 
equally 
4 Someone else 
5 Does not apply 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7) // Sees cohort 
baby 
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Rating quality of 
time with cohort 
baby 
 
[QualTime] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
How do you rate the quality of 
the time you spend with 
^[Cohort baby name(s)]?  
 
Please indicate a rating of 
between 1 and 5, where ‘1’ is 
“excellent” and ‘5’ is “very 
poor”. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Excellent 
2  
3  
4  
5 Very poor 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (FrqSeChd <> 8) // sees cohort 
baby 
Cohort baby is 
distressed at end 
of contact 
 
[Distress] 
Growing up in 
Australia 
At the end of your contact time 
with ^[Cohort baby name], is 
^[he/she] sad or distressed at 
leaving you? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, a little 
2 Yes, somewhat 
3 Yes, very 
4 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (FrqSeChd <> 8) // sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
smiles 
 
[MORS01] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
^[Still/Now] Thinking about 
^[Cohort baby name], please 
select one of the options for 
each of the questions below. 
There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ 
answers; many of these are true 
of all babies at times.  
 
My baby smiles at me… 
Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
annoys 
 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
My baby annoys me… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
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[MORS02] (MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
doing things 
 
[MORS03] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby likes doing things with 
me… 
Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
talks 
 
[MORS04] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby ‘talks’ to me… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
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3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
irritates 
 
[MORS05] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby irritates me… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
likes me 
 
[MORS06] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby likes me… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
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And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
attention 
 
[MORS07] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby wants too much 
attention… 
Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
laughs 
 
[MORS08] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby laughs… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
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OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
moody 
 
[MORS09] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby gets moody… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
dominates 
 
[MORS10] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby dominates me… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
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OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
likes to please 
 
[MORS11] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby likes to please me… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
cries 
 
[MORS12] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby cries for no obvious 
reason… 
Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
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And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
affection 
 
[MORS13] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby is affectionate towards 
me… 
Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Relationship – 
winds up 
 
[MORS14] 
Mothers' Object 
Relations Scales - 
Short Form 
(MORS-SF) – My 
Baby 
My baby winds me up… Choice: single 
 
0 Always 
1 Very often 
2 Quite often 
3 Sometimes 
4 Rarely 
5 Never 
 
IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 month 
 
OR ((RespType = 2) // Partner  
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
And (NatFathP = 1)) // Partner is natural 
father of cohort baby 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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And (FrqSeChd = 1..7)) // Sees cohort 
baby 
Desired role in 
cohort baby’s life 
 
[DesrdInv] 
Growing up in 
Australia 
In thinking about your role that 
you have in ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]’s life, would you like to 
be… 
Choice: single 
 
1 A lot more involved 
2 A little more involved 
3 My level of 
involvement is about 
right 
4 A little less involved 
5 Much less involved 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Main reason 
stopping 
involvement in 
baby’s life 
 
[StInMain] 
Growing up in 
Australia 
What would you say was the 
main reason stopping you from 
being more involved in ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)]’s life? 
 
Please choose one option that 
applies most to you. 
Choice: single 
 
1 ^[Mother name] does 
not want you to see 
^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] more 
2 More frequent contact 
would be disruptive 
to ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]’s routine 
3 Contact causes 
distress to ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)] (upset 
when arrives or 
leaves) 
4 Contact causes 
distress to you 
5 ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] 
^[lives/live] too far 
away for more 
frequent contact 
6 Travel is too 
expensive 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (DesrdInv = 1 or 2) // wants to be 
more involved 
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7 You are prevented by 
illness or disability 
8 You do not have 
suitable living 
arrangements for 
^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] to visit 
9 The demands of your 
job makes more 
frequent contact 
difficult 
10 Your new partner or 
family makes more 
frequent contact more 
difficult 
11 The terms of court 
ordered arrangement 
prevent more contact 
12 You are financially 
better-off living 
apart 
13 Other reason 
 
Other reasons 
stopping more 
involvement in 
cohort baby’s life 
 
[StInvAll] 
Growing up in 
Australia 
What else stops you from being 
more involved? 
 
Please choose all options that 
apply to you. 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 ^[Mother name] does 
not want you to see 
^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] more 
2 More frequent contact 
would be disruptive 
to ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)]’s routine 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (StInMain = 1..12) // gave reason 
stopping involvement 
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3 Contact causes 
distress to ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)] (upset 
when arrives or 
leaves) 
4 Contact causes 
distress to you 
5 ^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] 
^[lives/live] too far 
away for more 
frequent contact 
6 Travel is too 
expensive 
7 You are prevented by 
illness or disability 
8 You do not have 
suitable living 
arrangements for 
^[Cohort baby 
name(s)] to visit 
9 The demands of your 
job makes more 
frequent contact 
difficult 
10 Your new partner or 
family makes more 
frequent contact more 
difficult 
11 The terms of court 
ordered arrangement 
prevent more contact 
12 You are financially 
better-off living 
apart 
13 Other reason 
14 No other reasons 
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Involvement in 
decision making 
about cohort 
baby’s life 
 
[ChDecsns] 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: 
an evaluation of 
the cost and 
effectiveness of 
the Separated 
Parents’ 
Information 
Programme, DfE 
report 
When important decisions, such 
as about childcare or health, 
have to be made in ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)] life, would you 
say that they are made… 
Choice: single 
 
1 Mainly by you 
2 Mainly by ^[Mother 
name] 
3 Equally by you and 
^[Mother name] 
4 It depends on the 
decision 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Happy with 
decision making 
balance 
 
[HappyBal] 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: 
an evaluation of 
the cost and 
effectiveness of 
the Separated 
Parents’ 
Information 
Programme, DfE 
report 
How happy are you with this 
balance? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very happy 
2 Quite happy 
3 Not very happy 
4 Not at all happy 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Easiness/difficulty 
discussing 
decisions about 
cohort baby 
 
[DiscDecs] 
Trinder et al (2011) 
Building Bridges: 
an evaluation of 
the cost and 
effectiveness of 
the Separated 
Parents’ 
Information 
Programme, DfE 
report 
How easy or difficult do you find 
it to discuss important decisions 
about ^[Cohort baby name(s)]’s 
life with ^[Mother name]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Very easy 
2 Quite easy 
3 Not very easy 
4 Not at all easy 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Future 
involvement in 
cohort baby’s life 
 
[FutreInv] 
Growing up in 
Ireland 
Do you want to be involved in 
raising ^[Cohort baby name(s)] in 
the coming years? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Not sure 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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3.6   Parental Mental Health 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Parental 
mental health 
introduction 
 
[MHlthCAS] 
 The next few questions are about 
how you feel about things in 
general.  
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2)) // CASI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or 
Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2)) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
laugh 
 
[EPDS01] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
We would like to know how you 
are feeling. Please check the 
answer that comes closest to how 
you have felt IN THE PAST 7 DAYS, 
not just how you feel today. 
 
In the past 7 days: 
 
I have been able to laugh and see 
the funny side of things 
Choice: single 
 
1 As much as I always 
could 
2 Not quite so much now 
3 Definitely not so much 
now 
4 Not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
enjoyment 
 
[EPDS02] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
I have looked forward with 
enjoyment to things 
Choice: single 
 
1 As much as I ever did 
2 Rather less than I 
used to 
3 Definitely less than I 
used to 
4 Hardly at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
blame 
 
[EPDS03] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, most of the time 
2 Yes, some of the time 
3 Not very often 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
I have blamed myself 
unnecessarily when things went 
wrong 
4 No, never 
 
EPDS scale - 
anxious 
 
[EPDS04] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
I have been anxious or worried for 
no good reason 
Choice: single 
 
1 No, not at all 
2 Hardly ever 
3 Yes, sometimes 
4 Yes, very often 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
scared 
 
[EPDS05] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
I have felt scared or panicky for no 
very good reason 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, quite a lot 
2 Yes, sometimes 
3 No, not much 
4 No, not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
things on top 
of me 
 
[EPDS06] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
Things have been getting on top of 
me 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, most of the time 
I haven’t been able to 
cope at all 
2 Yes, sometimes I 
haven’t been coping as 
well as usual 
3 No, most of the time I 
have coped quite well 
4 No, I have been coping 
as well as ever 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
unhappy 
 
[EPDS07] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
I have been so unhappy that I have 
had difficulty sleeping 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, most of the time 
2 Yes, sometimes 
3 Not very often 
4 No, not at all 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
miserable 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
In the past 7 days: 
 
Choice: single 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
 
[EPDS08] 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
I have felt sad or miserable 1 Yes, most of the time 
2 Yes, quite often 
3 Not very often 
4 No, not at all 
 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
crying 
 
[EPDS09] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
I have been so unhappy that I have 
been crying 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, most of the time 
2 Yes, quite often 
3 Only occasionally 
4 No, never 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
EPDS scale - 
harm 
 
[EPDS10] 
Edinburgh 
Postnatal 
Depression Scale 
(EPDS) 
In the past 7 days: 
 
The thought of harming myself has 
occurred to me 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, quite often 
2 Sometimes 
3 Hardly ever 
4 Never 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Well-being - 
feeling 
optimistic 
 
[WEMWBS01] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Next are some statements about 
feelings and thoughts. 
 
Please select one answer that best 
describes your experience of each 
over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been feeling optimistic about 
the future 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Well-being - 
feeling useful 
 
[WEMWBS02] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Please select one answer that best 
describes your experience of each 
over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been feeling useful 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Well-being - 
feeling 
relaxed 
 
[WEMWBS03] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Please select one answer  that 
best describes your experience of 
each over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been feeling relaxed 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Well-being - 
dealing with 
problems 
 
[WEMWBS04] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Please select one answer that best 
describes your experience of each 
over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been dealing with problems 
well 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Well-being - 
thinking 
clearly 
 
[WEMWBS05] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Please select one answer  that 
best describes your experience of 
each over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been thinking clearly 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Well-being - 
feeling close 
to others 
 
[WEMWBS06] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Please select one answer  that 
best describes your experience of 
each over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been feeling close to other 
people 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Well-being - 
make up 
mind 
 
[WEMWBS07] 
Short Warwick-
Edinburgh Mental 
Well-being Scale 
(SWEMWBS) 
Please select one answer  that 
best describes your experience of 
each over the last 2 weeks 
 
I’ve been able to make up my own 
mind about things 
Choice: single 
 
1 None of the time 
2 Rarely 
3 Some of the time 
4 Often 
5 All of the time 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Literacy – 
whether can 
read 
children’s 
books aloud 
 
[LiterAl] 
National Evaluation 
of Surestart (NESS) 
As you know, many people have 
problems with reading.  
 
Can we just check, can you read 
aloud to a child from a children's 
storybook (in your own language)? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Literacy – 
whether can 
read easily or 
with difficulty 
 
[LiterEas] 
National Evaluation 
of Surestart (NESS) 
Can you usually read this easily or 
with difficulty? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Easily 
2 With difficulty 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (LiterAl = 1) // Able to read aloud 
Literacy – 
whether can 
read and fill 
out forms 
 
[FormComp] 
National Evaluation 
of Surestart (NESS) 
Can you usually read and fill out 
forms you might have to deal with 
(in your own language)? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Literacy – 
whether can 
read form 
easily or with 
difficulty 
 
[FormEase] 
National Evaluation 
of Surestart (NESS) 
Can you usually do this easily or 
with difficulty? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Easily 
2 With difficulty 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (FormComp = 1) // Able to fill out 
forms 
Numeracy – 
whether can 
tell if have 
right change 
 
National Evaluation 
of Surestart (NESS) 
When you buy things in shops with 
a five or ten pound note, can you 
usually tell if you have the right 
change? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
[NumCash] 
Numeracy – 
whether can 
tell if have 
right change 
easily or with 
difficulty 
 
[NumEase] 
National Evaluation 
of Surestart (NESS) 
Can you usually do this easily or 
with difficulty? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Easily 
2 With difficulty 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (NumCash = 1) // Able to tell if right 
change 
Big 5 
personality – 
rude 
 
[BIGFIVE01] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
The following questions are about 
how you see yourself as a person. 
Please choose the number which 
best describes how you see 
yourself where 1 means ‘does not 
apply to me at all’ and 7 means 
‘applies to me perfectly’.  
 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is sometimes rude to others 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
does 
thorough job 
 
[BIGFIVE02] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Does a thorough job 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Big 5 
personality – 
talkative 
 
[BIGFIVE03] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is talkative 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
worries 
 
[BIGFIVE04] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Worries a lot 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
original ideas 
 
[BIGFIVE05] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is original, comes up with new 
ideas 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Big 5 
personality – 
forgiving 
 
[BIGFIVE06] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Has a forgiving nature 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
lazy 
 
[BIGFIVE07] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Tends to be lazy 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
sociable 
 
[BIGFIVE08] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is outgoing, sociable 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
The British 
Household Panel 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Choice: single 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
nervous 
easily 
 
[BIGFIVE09] 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
Gets nervous easily 1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
artistic 
experiences 
 
[BIGFIVE10] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Values artistic, aesthetic 
experiences 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
considerate 
 
[BIGFIVE11] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is considerate and kind to almost 
everyone 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
efficient 
 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Does things efficiently 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
[BIGFIVE12] Five” Personality 
measure 
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
Big 5 
personality – 
reserved 
 
[BIGFIVE13] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is reserved 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
handles 
stress 
 
[BIGFIVE14] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Is relaxed, handles stress well 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
Big 5 
personality – 
active 
imagination 
 
[BIGFIVE15] 
The British 
Household Panel 
Survey (BHPS)- “Big 
Five” Personality 
measure 
I see myself as someone who… 
 
Has an active imagination 
Choice: single 
 
1 Does not apply to me 
at all 
2  
3  
4  
5  
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
6  
7 Applies to me 
perfectly 
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3.7   Parental Behaviour and Lifestyle 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Introduction 
to smoking 
and drinking 
questions 
 
[SmkIntro] 
 The next set of questions are 
about smoking and drinking. 
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother  
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months  
 
OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months 
Ever 
smoked a 
cigarette, 
cigar or pipe 
 
[SmokEver] 
Health Survey for 
England (HSE) and 
Diet and Nutrition 
Survey of Infants 
and Young Children 
(DNSIYC) 
Have you ever smoked a cigarette, 
a cigar or a pipe? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Smoke 
cigarettes at 
all 
nowadays 
 
[SmokNow] 
Health Survey for 
England (HSE) and  
Diet and Nutrition 
Survey of Infants 
and Young Children 
(DNSIYC) 
Do you smoke cigarettes/tobacco 
at all nowadays? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (SmokEver = 1) // Have ever smoked 
Current 
number 
cigarettes 
smoked 
 
[CigWDay] 
Health Survey for 
England (HSE) and 
Diet and Nutrition 
Survey of Infants 
and Young Children 
(DNSIYC) 
About how many cigarettes a day 
do you usually smoke? 
 
If you smoke less than one a day, 
please select the “Less than one a 
day” option. 
 
If it varied between two amounts, 
and you can’t give an estimate, 
Number: 0, 2, 1..97 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (SmokNow = 1) // Smokes nowadays 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
give the value in the middle of the 
range.  
 
If you smoke roll ups and cannot 
give number of cigarettes, please 
select the “I smoke roll ups and 
cannot give an exact number of 
cigarettes” option. 
Current 
frequency 
of drinking 
alcohol 
 
[Alcohol] 
Subset of Alcohol 
Use Disorders 
Identification Test 
(AUDIT C) 
Now there are a few questions 
about your current drinking. 
 
How often do you have a drink 
containing alcohol? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Never 
2 Monthly or less 
3 2 to 4 times a month 
4 2 to 3 times a week 
5 4 or more times a week 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Number of 
units of 
alcohol 
drunk on a 
typical day 
when 
drinking 
 
[AlcDay] 
Subset of Alcohol 
Use Disorders 
Identification Test 
(AUDIT C) 
How many units of alcohol do you 
drink on a typical day when you 
are drinking? 
Choice: single 
 
1 1 or 2 
2 3 or 4 
3 5 or 6 
4 7, 8 or 9 
5 10 or more 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (Alcohol = 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5) // Drinks 
alcohol 
Frequency 
of drinking 
more than 
six units on 
one 
occasion 
 
[AlcSix] 
Subset of Alcohol 
Use Disorders 
Identification Test 
(AUDIT C) 
How often do you have ^[six / 
eight] or more units on a single 
occasion? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Never 
2 Less than monthly 
3 Monthly 
4 Weekly 
5 Daily or almost daily 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
AND (ModeType = 2) // CASI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
AND (Alcohol = 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5) // Drinks 
alcohol 
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3.8   Financial Situation 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Income 
module 
CASI 
introduction 
 
[FinanInt] 
 The next question is about your 
income and finances. 
 
Press next to continue. 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
partner or Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
How 
managing 
financially 
 
[ManagFin] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 
5 
How well would you say you ^[and 
your partner] are managing 
financially these days?  
 
Would you say you are… 
Choice: single 
 
1 Living comfortably 
2 Doing alright 
3 Just about getting by 
4 Finding it quite 
difficult 
5 Finding it very 
difficult 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 2) // CASI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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4. Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAPI) Part 2 
 
4.1   Parental Employment 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Introduction to 
employment 
module 
 
[EmplInt] 
New I’m now going to ask you some 
questions about employment. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF ((RespType = 1) // Mother 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
 
OR ((RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or 
Non-resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (ModeType = 1)) // CAPI 
Current 
employment 
status 
 
[JbStCurr] 
Adapted from 
Labour Force 
Survey 
Which of these best describes 
your current situation: 
 
USE CARD E1 
 
IF THE RESPONDENT SAYS THEY 
ARE DOING MORE THAN ONE 
THING, ASK THEM WHICH ONE 
THEY CONSIDER IS THEIR MAIN 
ACTIVITY 
Choice: single 
 
1 Self employed 
2 In paid employment 
3 Unemployed 
4 On maternity / 
paternity / shared 
parental leave 
5 Looking after family 
or home 
6 Student 
7 Long-term sick or 
disabled 
8 Doing something else 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI    
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Year 
employment 
status started 
 
[JbStartY] 
New And when did this period of ^[self-
employment / paid employment / 
unemployment /  maternity, 
paternity or shared parental leave 
/ looking after family or home / 
full time education / long term 
Date: YYYY IF ((RespType = 1 OR 2) // Mother or 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI    
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (JbStat = 1..8)) // response given to 
employment status 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
sickness or disability / doing 
something else] start? 
 
ENTER THE YEAR HERE 
 
^[Previous answer ^[1/2/etc]: 
^[JbStartY]] 
OR  ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI    
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (JbStCurr = 3 or 7)) // unemployed 
or sick/disabled 
Month 
employment 
status started 
 
[JbStartM] 
New  
 
ENTER MONTH HERE 
Choice: single 
 
1 January 
2 February 
3 March 
4 April 
5 May 
6 June 
7 July 
8 August 
9 September 
10 October 
11 November 
12 December 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 OR 2) // Mother or 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI    
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (JbStat = 1..8)) // response given to 
employment status 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI    
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (JbStCurr = 3 or 7)) // unemployed 
or sick/disabled 
What the current 
firm/organisation 
mainly does 
 
[FirTyCur] 
New Thinking about your place of work, 
what is the main product or 
service provided? 
 
DESCRIBE FULLY – PROBE 
MANUFACTURING OR 
PROCESSING DISTRIBUTION ETC 
AND MAIN GOODS PRODUCED, 
MATERIALS USED, WHOLESALE OR 
RETAIL ETC. 
Open: 300 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (JbStCurr = 1 OR 2) // Self-
employed or in paid employment 
Current main job 
title 
Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) 
What is your (main) job? 
 
Open: 300 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
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[JbTitCur] 
ENTER JOB TITLE AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (JbStCurr = 1 OR 2) // Self-
employed or in paid employment 
What current job 
mainly involves 
 
[JbRolCur] 
Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) 
What do you mainly do in your 
job? 
 
CHECK SPECIAL 
QUALIFICATIONS/TRAINING 
NEEDED TO DO THE JOB 
Open: 300 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (JbStCurr = 1 OR 2) // Self-
employed or in paid employment 
Number of 
people who work 
for current 
employer 
 
[NEmplCur] 
Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) 
How many people work for your 
employer at the place where you 
work? 
Choice: single 
 
1 1-9 
2 10-24 
3 25-49 
4 50-249 
5 250-499 
6 500 or more 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (JbStCurr = 2) // In paid 
employment 
Formal 
responsibility for 
supervising other 
employees in 
current job 
 
[SupVisCu] 
Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) 
In your job do you have formal 
responsibility for supervising the 
work of other employees? 
 
DO NOT INCLUDE PEOPLE WHO 
ONLY SUPERVISE: CHILDREN, 
ANIMALS, SECURITY OR BUILDING 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (JbStCurr = 2) // In paid 
employment 
Self-employed 
currently 
working alone or 
has employees 
 
[AloneCur] 
Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) 
Are you working on your own or 
do you have employees? 
Choice: single 
 
1 On own/with 
partner(s) but no 
employees 
2 With employees 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (JbStCurr = 1) // Self-employed 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Self-employed 
how many 
people are 
currently 
employed 
 
[NEmpSECu] 
Labour Force 
Survey (LFS) 
How many people do you employ 
at the place where you work? 
Choice: single 
 
1 1-2 
2 3-9 
3 10-24 
4 25-49 
5 50-249 
6 250-499 
7 500 or more 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (AloneCur = 2) // Self-employed 
and has employees 
Hours per week 
worked in 
current job 
 
[HrsPWCur] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
How many hours per week do you 
usually work in your (main) 
job/business?  
 
Please exclude meal breaks and 
overtime. 
 
IF NO USUAL, ASK FOR AVERAGE 
Number: 0, 3, 1..168 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
AND (JbStCurr = 1 OR 2) // Self-
employed or in paid employment 
Partner taken 
any leave 
 
[WorkLv] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Have you taken any leave from 
any job to be at home with 
^[Cohort baby name(s)] since 
^[Cohort baby name(s)] 
^[was/were] born? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Not applicable 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Type of leave 
partner taken 
 
[WorkLvTy] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Which of these types of leave 
have you taken? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Paternity leave 
2 Parental leave 
3 Shared parental leave 
4 Sick leave 
5 Annual leave 
6 Any other type of 
leave 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (WorkLv = 1) // partner has taken 
leave 
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Length of leave 
partner taken 
 
[WorkLvLn] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
In total, how long was this leave? 
 
WE ARE INTERESTED IN THE 
TOTAL LENGTH OF LEAVE (IF 
MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF LEAVE 
WAS TAKEN, ADD THE LENGTH OF 
TIME FOR EACH TOGETHER) 
CODE WHETHER ANSWER IS IN 
DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS 
Choice: single 
 
1 Days 
2 Weeks 
3 Months 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (WorkLv = 1) // partner has taken 
leave 
Length of 
partner’s leave in 
days 
 
[WorkLvD] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
 
 
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS OF 
LEAVE TAKEN HERE 
Number: 0, 3, 0..60 IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (WorkLvLn = 1) // answer given in 
days 
Length of 
partner’s leave in 
weeks 
 
[WorkLvWk] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
 
 
ENTER NUMBER OF WEEKS OF 
LEAVE TAKEN HERE 
Number: 0, 2, 0..52 IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (WorkLvLn = 2) // answer given in 
weeks 
Length of 
partner’s leave in 
months 
 
[WorkLvM] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
 
 
ENTER NUMBER OF MONTHS OF 
LEAVE TAKEN HERE 
Number: 0, 2, 0..12 IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (WorkLvLn = 3) // answer given in 
months 
Whether 
partner’s leave 
was paid 
 
[WorkLvPd] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) 
Was this leave paid or unpaid? Choice: single 
 
1 Yes, all paid 
2 Yes, some paid 
3 No, none paid 
 
IF (RespType = 2 or 4) // Partner or Non-
resident partner 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (WorkLv = 1) // partner has taken 
leave 
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4.2   Financial Situation 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Income 
module CAPI 
introduction 
 
[FinIntCP] 
 The next few questions are about 
your income and finances. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
partner or Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Net pay 
amount 
 
[NtPayAll] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MSC) Sweep 
5 
What was your take-home pay the 
last time you were paid, that is 
after any deductions were made 
for tax, National Insurance, 
pension, union dues and so on? 
 
IF RESPONDENT TELLS YOU THEY 
HAVE MORE THAN ONE JOB, 
ENTER THE TOTAL AMOUNT 
FROM ALL JOBS. IF THEY ARE 
UNSURE, ASK FOR THEIR BEST 
ESTIMATE. 
 
ENTER AMOUNT. ROUND TO 
NEAREST £. 
 
CODE PERIOD COVERED AT NEXT 
QUESTION 
Number: 0, 6, 0..999997 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (JbStCurr = 2 or 4) // employee or on 
maternity / paternity / shared parental 
leave 
Net pay 
period 
 
[NtPyAlPd] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MSC) Sweep 
5 
What period did this cover? Choice: single 
 
1 One week 
2 Two weeks 
3 Four weeks 
4 Calendar month 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident Partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month  
And (?)//(NtPayAll <> DK or REF) // Net 
pay amount given 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
5 One Year/12 months/52 
weeks 
6 One off/lump sum 
7 Other 
 
Other net 
pay period 
 
[NtPayPdO] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MSC) Sweep 
5 
What ‘other’ period did this 
cover? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Three weeks 
2 Two Calendar months 
3 Eight times a year 
4 Nine times a year 
5 Ten times a year 
6 Three months/13 weeks 
7 Six months/26 weeks 
8 Less than one week 
9 None of these 
 
IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (NtPayPd = 7)) // other net pay period 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
And (NtPyAlPd = 7)) // other net pay 
period 
Income from 
self-
employment 
 
[IncSlfEm] 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MSC) Sweep 
5 
I know that it is sometimes 
difficult for self-employed people 
to give an exact figure for their 
income, but could you please 
think about your take home 
income in the last 12 months. 
  
That is, the amount you personally 
took out of the business after all 
taxes and costs.  
 
About how much is this? 
 
ENTER AMOUNT. ROUND TO 
NEAREST £. 
Number: 0, 6, 0..999997 IF ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
Partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (JbStat = 1)) // self-employed 
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (JbStCurr = 1)) // self-employed 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Benefits 
received as 
lone parent 
 
[BenRecLP] 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MSC) Sweep 
5 
Which, if any, of these types of 
payments are you currently 
receiving? 
 
USE CARD F13B 
 
INCLUDE PAYMENTS RECEIVED 
SOLELY IN RESPONDENT’S NAME 
OR JOINTLY WITH SOMEONE ELSE.  
 
INCLUDE BENEFITS ASSOCIATED 
WITH, OR RECEIVED ON BEHALF 
OF CHILDREN.  
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Unemployment-related 
benefits (e.g. 
Jobseekers Allowance) 
or NI credits 
2 Income Support 
3 Universal Credit 
4 Sickness, disability 
or incapacity 
benefits, including 
for carers 
5 Any form of state 
pension or pension 
benefit e.g. a state 
pension or pension 
credit 
6 Child Benefit 
7 Tax credits, such as 
Child Tax Credit 
8 Any other family 
related benefit or 
payment, including for 
parental leave 
9 Housing Benefit 
(including direct 
payments to your 
landlord) or council 
tax support 
10 Income from any other 
state benefit 
11 None of these 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 month 
Total lone 
parent 
income 
 
Adapted from 
Millennium Cohort 
Study (MCS) Sweep 
5 
This card shows incomes in 
weekly, monthly and annual 
amounts.  
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Banding 1 
2 Banding 2 
IF  ((RespType = 1 or 2) // Mother or 
partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
[TtIncLP] Which of the groups on this card 
represents your TOTAL take home 
income from earnings, benefits 
and any other source of regular 
income, after tax deductions?  
 
Please include benefit payments 
to help with your rent and/or 
council tax even if they are paid 
directly to your landlord. Just tell 
me the number besides the row 
that applies to you. 
 
USE CARD F29 
 
ENTER BAND NUMBER 
3 Banding 3 
4 Banding 4 
5 Banding 5 
6 Banding 6 
7 Banding 7 
8 Banding 8 
 
And (ResPart = 2)) // No resident partner  
 
OR ((RespType = 4) // Non-resident 
partner  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Sweep = 4)) // 6 months 
Child 
maintenance 
intro 
 
[MaintInt] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society and Kids 
Aren’t Free 
When parents don’t live together, 
they sometimes make 
arrangements for the parent who 
doesn’t live with their children to 
pay maintenance to help support 
them. Sometimes, these 
arrangements are made through 
the Child Maintenance Service 
(previously called the Child 
Support Agency) or the courts. At 
other times, these arrangements 
are made privately between 
parents. 
 
Control: IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident Partner 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
The next few questions are about 
any arrangements you may have 
with ^[Mother name] to pay 
maintenance to help support 
them. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE. 
Maintenance 
arrangement 
 
[MaintArr] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
Can I check, do you have an 
arrangement that you should 
make regular maintenance 
payments to ^[Mother name] for 
^[Cohort baby name(s)]?  
 
Please include any arrangements 
you have, even if you aren’t 
actually paying the money that 
was agreed. 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Yes, a private 
arrangement between us 
2 Yes, an arrangement for 
me to pay via the Child 
Maintenance 
Service/Child Support 
Agency 
3 Yes, a court order 
arrangement 
4 No, we don’t have a 
maintenance arrangement 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
Maintenance 
includes 
other 
children 
 
[MntOthCh] 
New Does this arrangement include 
paying maintenance for your 
other children as well as ^[Cohort 
baby name(s)]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (MaintArr = 1..3) // there is a 
maintenance arrangement 
AND (OthrChdr = 2) // has other children 
with mother 
Amount 
supposed to 
pay mother 
 
[SupPay] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
According to the arrangement you 
have, how much are you 
supposed to pay ^[Mother name]? 
 
^[DON’T INCLUDE ANY FEES YOU 
HAVE TO PAY TO THE CHILD 
Number: 0, 4, 1..9999 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (MaintArr = 1..3) // there is a 
maintenance arrangement 
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MAINTENANCE SERVICE/CHILD 
SUPPORT AGENCY.]  
 
ENTER AMOUNT TO THE NEAREST 
£ 
Period 
covered by 
amount 
supposed to 
pay mother 
 
[SupPayPd] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
How long does that cover? Choice: single 
 
1 Less than one week 
2 One week 
3 Two weeks 
4 Three weeks 
5 Four weeks 
6 Calendar month 
7 Two calendar months 
8 Eight times a year 
9 Nine times a year 
10 Ten times a year 
11 Three months/13 weeks 
12 Six months/26 weeks 
13 One year/12 months/52 
weeks 
14 One off/lump sum 
15 None of these 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (?) // (SupPay <> DK or REF) // 
maintenance amount given 
Frequency 
pays 
maintenance 
amount 
 
[FrqPyAmt] 
Adapted from Kids 
Aren’t Free 
And since the arrangement was 
set up, how often have you paid 
child maintenance to ^[Mother 
name]? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Every time it was due 
2 Most times it was due 
3 Some of the times it 
was due 
4 Never 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (MaintArr = 1..3) // there is a 
maintenance arrangement 
Proportion 
of 
maintenance 
usually paid 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
And thinking about the amount 
you are supposed to pay, do you 
usually pay… 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 All of it 
2 Some of it 
3 None of it 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (FrqPyAmt = 1..3) // paid 
maintenance 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
 
[PropMnt] 
OPTION 4 – SPONTANEOUS ONLY 4 It varies 
 
Maintenance 
amount 
actually paid 
measure 
 
[AmtActM] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
When you do pay, how much do 
you usually pay? 
 
^[DON’T INCLUDE ANY FEES YOU 
HAVE TO PAY TO THE CHILD 
MAINTENANCE SERVICE/CHILD 
SUPPORT AGENCY.] 
 
CODE HOW PARTICIPANT WISHES 
TO ANSWER. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Amount in money 
2 Amount as proportion 
3 It varies too much to 
say 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (PropMnt = 2) // pay some of 
maintenance 
Maintenance 
amount 
actually paid 
in money 
 
[AmtActP] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
 
 
ENTER AMOUNT TO NEAREST £ 
Number: 0, 4, 1..9999 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (AmtActM = 1) // amount to be given 
in money 
Period 
covered by 
maintenance 
amount 
actually paid 
 
[AmtActPd] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
How long does that cover? Choice: single 
 
1 Less than one week 
2 One week 
3 Two weeks 
4 Three weeks 
5 Four weeks 
6 Calendar month 
7 Two calendar months 
8 Eight times a year 
9 Nine times a year 
10 Ten times a year 
11 Three months/13 weeks 
12 Six months/26 weeks 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (?) // (AmtActP <> DK or REF) // 
amount given in money 
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13 One year/12 months/52 
weeks 
14 One off/lump sum 
15 None of these 
 
Maintenance 
amount 
actually paid 
as 
proportion 
 
[AmtActPr] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
 
 
ENTER PROPORTION (E.G. IF HALF 
OF IT ENTER 50; IF A QUARTER 
ENTER 25) 
Number: 0, 2, 1..99 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (AmtActM = 2) // amount to be given 
as proportion 
Why doesn’t 
always pay 
full amount 
of 
maintenance 
 
[PayAmtYN] 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 and 
Kids Aren’t Free 
Can you tell me why you do not 
(always) pay the maintenance you 
are supposed to? 
 
USE CARD F30 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 I cannot afford to pay 
/ to pay the amount 
agreed / I am out of 
work / I am a student 
/ I have unreliable 
income 
2 I have a partner/other 
children to support 
3 I don’t agree with the 
amount decided on 
4 I don’t like paying 
through the CMS/don’t 
agree with the CMS 
charging me 
5 I want (more) contact 
with my child than I 
am given 
6 There is too much bad 
feeling between myself 
and the child’s mother 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND ((FrqPyAmt = 2..4) // doesn’t always 
pay maintenance 
OR (PropMnt = 2..4)) // doesn’t always 
pay all of maintenance amount 
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7 I do not think I 
should have to give 
money to support my 
child 
8 The child’s mother has 
enough money without 
my support 
9 The child’s mother has 
another partner to 
support them 
10 I help out in an 
informal way (e.g. buy 
clothes, toys, etc.) 
11 I am equally involved 
in looking after my 
child 
12 Other 
 
Why doesn’t 
always pay 
full amount 
of 
maintenance 
other 
 
[PyAmtYNO] 
Adapted from 
Fragile Families 
Study 
What is the other reason you do 
not (always) pay the maintenance 
you are supposed to? 
Open: 150 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (PayAmtYN = 12) // other reason 
Reason why 
no 
maintenance 
arrangement 
 
[NoMntYN] 
Adapted from Kids 
Aren’t Free 
You said you do not have a 
maintenance arrangement. Why is 
this? 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 You or ^[Mother name] 
decided not to have an 
arrangement 
2 The Child Maintenance 
Service made a 
calculation that you do 
not need to pay any 
maintenance 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (MaintArr <> 1..3) // no maintenance 
arrangement 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
3 Someone advised you not 
to make an arrangement 
4 Things just turned out 
that way 
5 Another reason 
 
Reasons for 
no 
maintenance 
arrangement 
 
[ReaNoMnt] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society and Kids 
Aren’t Free 
There are a range of other reasons 
why people don’t make a 
maintenance arrangement.  
 
Why would you say you don’t 
have an arrangement? 
 
USE CARD F31 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 I am waiting for an 
agreement to be made 
via the courts or the 
Child Maintenance 
Service 
2 I help in an informal 
way (e.g. buy child’s 
clothes, toys, etc.) 
3 I am equally involved 
in looking after my 
child 
4 I plan to make an 
arrangement in the 
future or haven’t 
decided what to do 
about maintenance 
5 I have tried to make 
an arrangement in the 
past, but it didn’t 
work 
6 My child’s mother does 
not want to get any 
maintenance from me 
7 I cannot afford to pay 
maintenance / I am out 
of work / I am a 
student/ I have 
unreliable income 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (MaintArr <> 1..3) // no maintenance 
arrangement 
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8 I have a partner/other 
children to support 
9 I want (more) contact 
with my child than I 
am given 
10 There is too much bad 
feeling between myself 
and the child’s mother 
11 I do not think I 
should have to give 
money to support my 
child 
12 The child’s mother has 
enough money without 
my support 
13 The child’s mother has 
another partner to 
support them 
14 Other 
15 No other reason 
 
Reasons for 
no 
maintenance 
arrangement 
other 
 
[ReNoMntO] 
Adapted from 
Fragile Families 
Study 
What is the other reason you do 
not have a maintenance 
arrangement? 
Open: 150 IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ReaNoMnt = 14) // other reason 
How helps 
mother 
 
[HelpsMot] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society 
Do you help ^[Mother name] in 
any of these ways? 
 
USE CARD F32 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Pay bills 
2 Pay for urgent repairs 
3 Pay for furniture, 
bedding, etc. 
4 Pay for child’s 
clothes/shoes 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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5 Pay for toys 
6 Pay for holidays 
7 Pay for 
childcare/provide 
childcare vouchers 
8 Make mortgage/rent 
payments 
9 Pay off debt (e.g. 
bank overdraft, credit 
cards) 
10 Pay for other things 
11 None of these 
 
Other ways 
helps 
mother 
 
[HlpMotO] 
Adapted from 
Understanding 
Society wave 5 
And do you help in any of the 
following ways? 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Looking after child 
2 Doing housework 
3 DIY/home improvements 
4 Help in other ways 
5 None of these 
 
IF (RespType = 4) // Non-resident partner  
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
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4.3   Contact Information 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Contact 
introduction 
 
[CntctInt] 
New I now just want to check the 
contact details we have for you are 
up-to-date. All the contact details 
are kept securely and in line with 
the Data Protection Act. 
 
PRESS NEXT TO CONTINUE 
Control: IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Address 
check 
 
[AddCheck] 
New The home address I have for you 
is: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
 
Is this correct? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
First 
address line 
 
[AddLineA] 
New What is the first line of your home 
address? 
 
ADDRESS WE HAVE IS: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
Open: 200 IF (RespType = 1 OR 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (AddCheck = 2) // Address incorrect 
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FIVE ADDRESS LINES AND 
POSTCODE ARE PERMITTED. 
Second 
address line 
 
[AddLineB] 
New What is the second line of your 
home address? 
 
ADDRESS WE HAVE IS: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
 
FIVE ADDRESS LINES AND 
POSTCODE ARE PERMITTED. 
NEW ADDRESS: 
^[AddLineA] 
Open: 200 IF (RespType = 1 OR 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (AddCheck = 2) // Address incorrect 
Third 
address line 
 
[AddLineC] 
New What is the third line of your home 
address? 
 
ADDRESS WE HAVE IS: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
 
Open: 200 IF (RespType = 1 OR 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (AddCheck = 2) // Address incorrect 
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FIVE ADDRESS LINES AND 
POSTCODE ARE PERMITTED. 
NEW ADDRESS: 
^[AddLineA] 
^[AddLineB] 
Fourth 
address line 
 
[Town] 
New What is the town of your home 
address? 
 
ADDRESS WE HAVE IS: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
 
FIVE ADDRESS LINES AND 
POSTCODE ARE PERMITTED. 
NEW ADDRESS: 
^[AddLineA] 
^[AddLineB] 
^[AddLineC] 
Open: 200 IF (RespType = 1 OR 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (AddCheck = 2) // Address incorrect 
Fifth 
address line 
 
[County] 
New What is the county of your home 
address? 
 
ADDRESS WE HAVE IS: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
Open: 200 IF (RespType = 1 OR 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (AddCheck = 2) // Address incorrect 
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^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
 
FIVE ADDRESS LINES AND 
POSTCODE ARE PERMITTED. 
NEW ADDRESS: 
^[AddLineA] 
^[AddLineB] 
^[AddLineC] 
^[Town] 
Postcode 
 
[Postcode] 
New What is the postcode of your 
home address? 
 
ADDRESS WE HAVE IS: 
 
^[AddressLine1] 
^[AddressLine2] 
^[AddressLine3] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
^[Postcode] 
 
FIVE ADDRESS LINES AND 
POSTCODE ARE PERMITTED. 
NEW ADDRESS: 
^[AddLineA] 
^[AddLineB] 
^[AddLineC] 
^[Town] 
^[County] 
Open: 8 IF (RespType = 1 or 4) // Mother or Non-
Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND (AddCheck = 2) // Address incorrect 
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Check first 
phone 
numbers 
 
[TelCheck] 
New The telephone number I have for 
you is: 
 
^[P1_Tel1] 
^[P2_Tel1] 
^[NRF_Tel1] 
 
Is this correct? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (?) // At least one phone number on 
record for respondent 
Ask for 
phone 
number 
 
[NoTelChk] 
New I would now like to take a phone 
number for you. Can I take a 
number? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (?) // No phone number on record for 
respondent 
First 
telephone 
number 
 
[TelA] 
New Please can you give me your 
telephone number? 
 
ENTER FULL TELEPHONE NUMBER 
I.E. INCLUDE STD CODE 
 
NUMBER SHOULD BE 10-11 DIGITS 
LONG, DO NOT USE A SPACE. 
 
MOBILE E.G. 07123456789 
LANDLINE E.G. 02073473000 
Number: 0, 11, 
0..99999999999 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND ((TelCheck = 2) // Telephone number 
incorrect 
OR (NoTelChk = 1)) // Agreed to give 
telephone number 
Check 
second 
phone 
number 
 
[TelChckB] 
New Thanks very much. I also have a 
secondary number for you… 
 
^[P1_Tel2] 
^[P2_Tel2] 
^[NRF_Tel2] 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (?) // Two phone numbers on record 
for respondent 
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Is this correct? 
Ask for 
second 
phone 
number 
 
[NoTelChB] 
New Thanks very much. Just in case we 
can’t get hold of you, is there any 
other telephone number we could 
try? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND ((?) // No second phone number on 
record for respondent 
AND (?)) // (TelA <> DK or REF) // First 
phone number given 
OR ((TelCheck = 1) // First number correct 
AND (?)) // No second number on record 
for respondent 
Second 
telephone 
number 
 
[TelB] 
New Please can you give me another 
telephone number? 
 
ENTER FULL LANDLINE NUMBER 
I.E. INCLUDE STD CODE. 
 
NUMBER SHOULD BE 10-11 DIGITS 
LONG, DO NOT USE A SPACE. 
 
MOBILE E.G. 07123456789 
LANDLINE E.G. 02073473000 
Number: 0, 11, 
0..99999999999 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND ((TelChckB = 2) // Telephone number 
incorrect 
OR (NoTelChB = 1)) // Agreed to give 
second phone number 
Check for 
emails 
 
[EmailChk] 
New The email ^[address/addresses] I 
have for you is: 
 
^[P1_Email1] 
^[P2_Email1] 
^[NRF_Email1] 
 
Is this correct? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (?) // At least one email address on 
record for respondent 
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Ask for 
email 
address 
 
[NoEmlChk] 
New I would now like to take an email 
address for you. Can I take an 
email address? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (?) // No email address on record for 
respondent 
First email 
address 
 
[EmailA] 
New If you have an email address, 
please can you give it to me? 
 
ENTER FULL EMAIL ADDRESS. 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND ((EmailChk = 2) // Email address 
incorrect 
OR (NoEmlChk = 1)) // Agreed to give 
email address 
Check 
second 
email 
address 
 
[EmailChB] 
New Thanks very much. I also have a 
secondary email address for you… 
 
^[P1_Email2] 
^[P2_Email2] 
^[NRF_Email2] 
 
Is this correct? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (?) // Two email addresses on record 
for respondent 
Ask for 
second 
email 
address 
 
[NoEmlChB] 
New Thanks very much. Just in case we 
can’t get hold of you, do you have 
another email address I can take as 
well? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND ((?) // No second email address on 
record for respondent 
AND (?)) // (EmailA <> DK or REF) // First 
email address given 
OR ((EmailChk = 1) // First email address 
correct 
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AND (?)) // No second email address on 
record for respondent 
Second 
email 
address 
 
[EmailB] 
New Please can you give it to me? 
 
PLEASE ENTER FULL EMAIL 
ADDRESS. 
 
EMAIL ADDRESSES WE HAVE ARE: 
 
^[P1_Email1] 
^[P2_Email1] 
^[NRF_Email1] 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI  
AND ((EmailChB = 2) // Email address 
incorrect 
OR (NoEmlChB = 1)) // Agreed to give 
second email address 
 
NB. In this section, the survey interacted with information stored in a Participant Management System. It was not possible for the Universe Statements to 
take this into account and so where this was an issue, “(?)” appears, but the text provides a written explanation of the routing that took place.  
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4.4   Interviewer Observations 
 
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Interview 
length 
 
[IntLngth] 
New  
 
CODE LENGTH OF INTERVIEW IN 
MINUTES. 
Number: 0, 3, 0..480 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Whether 
conducted/ 
interpreted 
in other 
language 
 
[Translat] 
New  
 
WAS THIS INTERVIEW CARRIED 
OUT/INTERPRETED IN ANY 
LANGUAGE OTHER THAN 
ENGLISH? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Language 
conducted/ 
interpreted 
in 
 
[Language] 
New  
 
WHICH LANGUAGE WAS THIS 
INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Arabic 
2 Polish 
3 Bengali 
4 Punjabi 
5 Chinese 
6 Russian 
7 French 
8 Spanish 
9 German 
10 Sylheti 
11 Greek 
12 Turkish 
13 Gujarati 
14 Urdu 
15 Hindi 
16 Welsh 
17 Igbo 
18 Italian 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Translat = 1) // In another language 
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19 Romanian 
20 Other 
 
Other 
language 
 
[LangO] 
New  
 
SPECIFY OTHER LANGUAGE 
INTERVIEW WAS CONDUCTED IN 
Open: 50 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (Language = 19) // Other language 
Whether 
other 
people 
present 
during 
interview 
 
[OthrInRm] 
New  
 
WAS THERE ANYONE ELSE OTHER 
THAN YOU AND THE RESPONDENT 
PRESENT IN THE ROOM AT ANY 
POINT DURING THE INTERVIEW? 
 
^[DO NOT INCLUDE OFFICIAL 
TRANSLATOR.] 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Who else 
was present 
during 
interview 
 
[WhoInRm] 
New  
 
WHO ELSE WAS PRESENT IN THE 
ROOM DURING THE INTERVIEW? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY. 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Other adult(s) 
2 Other child(ren) 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (OthrInRm = 1) // others in room 
during interview 
When were 
others 
present 
during 
interview 
 
[WhenInRm] 
New  
 
DURING WHICH PARTS OF THE 
INTERVIEW WERE OTHERS 
PRESENT IN THE ROOM? 
 
CODE ALL THAT APPLY. 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 CAPI 1 
2 CASI 
3 CAPI 2 
 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (OthrInRm = 1) // others in room 
during interview 
Any 
comments 
New  
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
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about 
interview 
 
[CommInt] 
DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS 
RELEVANT TO THIS INTERVIEW 
(NOT THE SURVEY ITSELF) THAT 
THE ^[FIELD OFFICE OR 
VALIDATION / LIFE STUDY] TEAM 
SHOULD BE MADE AWARE OF? 
2 No 
 
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Comments 
about 
interview 
 
[Comments] 
New  
 
PLEASE ENTER COMMENTS 
RELEVANT TO THIS INTERVIEW 
(NOT THE SURVEY ITSELF) THAT 
THE ^[FIELD OFFICE OR 
VALIDATION / LIFE STUDY] TEAM 
SHOULD BE MADE AWARE OF. 
Open: 200 IF (RespType = 1 or 2 or 4) // Mother, 
Partner or Non-resident father 
And (Sweep = 4) // 6 months  
And (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
And (CommInt = 1) // Comments about 
interview 
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5. Consent 
 
Please note, the consent questions were embedded throughout the CAPI and CASI questionnaires following questions focusing on similar topics.  
Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
Interview 
consent 
 
[BCConsnt] 
New  
 
THANK RESPONDENT FOR 
AGREEING TO TAKE PART. PLEASE 
NOW: 
 
EXPLAIN YOU NEED A SIGNED 
CONSENT. 
TAKE THE APPROPRIATE 
^[BLUE/GREEN/ORANGE] 
CONSENT FORM IN YOUR PACK. 
WRITE CHILD’S NAME AND DATE 
OF BIRTH ON 
^[BLUE/GREEN/ORANGE] 
CONSENT FORM. 
ASK RESPONDENT TO READ THE 
FIRST PAGE OF THE 
^[BLUE/GREEN/ORANGE] 
CONSENT FORM AND TO INITIAL 
EACH BOX. RESPOND TO ANY 
QUESTIONS THEY HAVE. 
ASK RESPONDENT TO WRITE THEIR 
NAME, DATE AND SIGN THE FIRST 
PAGE. 
WRITE YOUR NAME, DATE AND 
SIGN THE FIRST PAGE. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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ARE ALL BOXES INITIALLED BY THE 
RESPONDENT? IF THEY ARE NOT, 
CHECK WHETHER THAT IS 
CORRECT, AND IF SO, THE 
INTERVIEW WILL TERMINATE. 
Consent 
form 
number 
 
[CFormNum] 
New  
 
PLEASE NOW ENTER THE SERIAL 
NUMBER OF THE CONSENT FORM. 
Number: 0, 7, 
1000000..4999999 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Environment 
consents 
 
[ConsEnv] 
New We would like your permission to 
collect some information about 
you so we can understand how 
health and other life events are 
related. This is sometimes called 
‘information linkage’. This part of 
the form sets out the types of 
information we would like to 
request. 
 
We only give organisations that 
hold these records some essential 
personal details so we can be sure 
that they find the correct records 
to provide the information that 
has been requested. No other 
information collected during Life 
Study will be provided to them. 
 
Choice: single 
 
1 Electromagnetic fields 
and radio waves 
records 
2 Consent not given 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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We would like your permission to 
request information about your 
use of mobile communication 
technologies. This is to investigate 
the health effects of 
electromagnetic fields related to 
the use of mobile devices. 
 
If you agree, we need you to initial 
this form to show you have given 
us your permission. Please now 
read the section titled 
“Electromagnetic Fields and Radio 
Waves” and put your initials in the 
box if you agree to this request. 
 
RETURN TO THE PAPER CONSENT 
FORM AND THE SECTION ON 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND 
RADIO WAVES. 
 
RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS 
ASKED BY THE PARTICIPANT. 
 
ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO INITIAL 
THIS SECTION, IF THEY AGREE. 
 
PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER 
CONSENT HAS BEEN GIVEN. 
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Education 
consents 
 
[ConsEdu] 
New We would like your permission to 
request some information about 
your education. 
 
We only give organisations that 
hold these records some essential 
personal details so we can be sure 
that they find the correct records 
to provide the information that 
has been requested. No other 
information collected during Life 
Study will be provided to them. 
 
If you agree, we need you to initial 
this form to show you have given 
us your permission. This is 
important information in 
understanding your child’s 
development. Please now read the 
section titled “Education” and put 
your initials against the type of 
records you are happy for Life 
Study to request. 
 
RETURN TO THE PAPER CONSENT 
FORM AND THE SECTION ON 
EDUCATION. 
 
RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS 
ASKED BY THE PARTICIPANT. 
 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Schools 
2 Further education 
3 Higher education 
4 None of these 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO INITIAL 
EACH BOX IN THIS SECTION, IF 
THEY AGREE. 
 
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH 
CONSENTS RESPONDENT HAS 
GIVEN. 
Health 
consents 
 
[ConsHlt] 
New We would like your permission to 
request health-related information 
about you. 
 
We only give organisations that 
hold these records some essential 
personal details so we can be sure 
that they find the correct records 
to provide the information that 
has been requested. No other 
information collected during Life 
Study will be provided to them. 
 
If you agree, we need you to initial 
this form to show you have given 
us your permission. Please now 
read the sections titled “Health 
Registration and Health Records” 
and put your initials against the 
type of records you are happy for 
Life Study to request. 
 
RETURN TO THE PAPER CONSENT 
FORM AND THE SECTIONS ON 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Health Registration 
records 
2 NHS and Department of 
Health records 
3 Family doctor or GP 
records 
4 Dentist and optician 
records 
5 Birth/death 
registration and 
cancer register 
records 
6 None of these 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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HEALTH REGISTRATION AND 
HEALTH RECORDS. 
 
RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS 
ASKED BY THE PARTICIPANT. 
 
ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO INITIAL 
EACH BOX IN THESE SECTIONS, IF 
THEY AGREE. 
 
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH 
CONSENTS RESPONDENT HAS 
GIVEN. 
NHS number 
 
[NHSNo] 
New So that we can identify your 
records more easily, what is your 
NHS number? 
Number: 0, 10, 
0..9999999999 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (ConsHlt = 1..5) // At least one health 
consent given 
Economic 
consents 
 
[ConsEco] 
 We would like your permission to 
request information about your 
finances such as benefits, National 
Insurance contributions, tax 
records, pensions and savings. 
 
We only give organisations that 
hold these records some essential 
personal details so we can be sure 
that they find the correct records 
to provide the information that 
has been requested. No other 
Choice: multiple 
 
1 Department for Work 
and Pensions records 
2 HM Revenue and Customs 
records 
3 None of these 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
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information collected during Life 
Study will be provided to them. 
 
If you agree, we need you to initial 
this form to show you have given 
us your permission. Please now 
read the sections titled 
“Economic” and put your initials 
against the type of records you are 
happy for Life Study to request. 
 
RETURN TO THE PAPER CONSENT 
FORM AND THE “ECONOMIC” 
SECTION. 
 
RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS 
ASKED BY THE PARTICIPANT. 
 
ASK THE PARTICIPANT TO INITIAL 
EACH BOX IN THIS SECTION, IF 
THEY AGREE. 
 
PLEASE INDICATE WHICH 
CONSENTS RESPONDENT HAS 
GIVEN. 
National 
Insurance 
number 
 
[NINo] 
New So that we can identify your 
records more easily, what is your 
National Insurance (NI) number? 
Open: 9 IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (ConsEco = 1 or 2) // At least one 
economic consent given 
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Participant 
consents 
signed 
 
[ConsEnd] 
New  
 
TURN TO ^[PAGE 3/THE END] OF 
THE CONSENT FORM.  
 
ASK RESPONDENT TO WRITE THEIR 
NAME, DATE AND SIGN THE 
CONSENT FORM. 
WRITE YOUR NAME, DATE AND 
SIGN THE CONSENT FORM. 
 
HAS THE FORM BEEN SIGNED BY 
BOTH YOU AND THE PARTICIPANT? 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
Consents – 
participant 
copy 
 
[ConsCopy] 
New  
 
GIVE THE PARTICIPANT THEIR 
COPY OF THE CONSENT FORM(S). 
 
RECORD WHETHER YOU HAVE 
DONE THIS. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Yes 
2 No 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 OR 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
IVF consents 
 
[ConsIVF] 
New There is one last form I need to 
give you, about information 
linkage. You can fill it in now, or 
send it back in the reply paid 
envelope. 
 
RESPONDENT AGREED IN CASI TO 
YOU KNOWING THAT THEY HAD 
TREATMENT TO HELP THEM / 
THEIR PARTNER GET PREGNANT. 
Choice: single 
 
1 Respondent declined to 
accept form 
2 Respondent signed form 
and handed it to me 
3 Respondent accepted 
form and will return 
it later 
 
IF (RespType = 1 OR 2 or 4) // Mother or 
Partner or Non-Resident Father 
AND (Sweep = 4) // 6 months 
AND (ModeType = 1) // CAPI 
AND (IVFTell = 1) // Yes 
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Variable Source Question Responses Universe 
THIS MUST BE KEPT STRICTLY 
CONFIDENTIAL. 
 
INTERVIEWER PLEASE HAND THE 
RESPONDENT THE HFEA FORM IN 
AN ENVELOPE, CHECKING THAT A 
BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE IS 
ENCLOSED. DO NOT MENTION 
WHAT THE FORM IS ABOUT. 
 
PLEASE INDICATE THE OUTCOME. 
 
